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EXPECTED-CASE PLANAR
POINT LOCATION

by

THEOCHARIS MALAMATOS

Department of Computer Science

The Hong Kong University of Science and Technology

ABSTRACT

Planar point location is one of the most important search problems in compu-

tational geometry. Given a set of non-overlapping polygons in the plane, the goal

is to build a data structure for finding efficiently the polygon in which a query

point lies. In terms of the worst-case query time, several methods are known for

solving the problem optimally. We focus instead on optimizing the expected-case

query time of planar point location. The analogous problem in one dimension is

that of building optimal binary search trees.

We assume that we are given a set of non-overlapping polygons and for each

polygon the probability that a query point lies in it. These probabilities define a

probability distribution whose entropy we denote by H . By fundamental results

of information theory, the expected query time must be at least H . We develop

methods for answering planar point location queries in expected query time nearly

matching the entropy lower bound, using close to linear space. In particular, the

expected number of comparisons for locating the query point by our methods

is at most H plus lower order terms. These results hold for polygons having a

constant number of sides and convex polygons with uniform query distribution

in their interiors. In special cases, such as planar subdivisions consisting of axis-

parallel rectangles, we reduce the space to linear.

We also present a practical method that achieves O(H) expected query time,

which is optimal to within a small multiplicative factor.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

Planar point location is among the most important two-dimensional problems in

computational geometry. The problem is to preprocess a polygonal subdivision of

the plane into a data structure so that the polygon containing a given query point

can be reported efficiently. Apart from its theoretical significance, planar point

location has important applications, notably in geographical information systems.

For example, the map of a country can be divided into regions of similar pollution

level, and the user may ask to know the pollution level at various locations.

A plethora of solutions that achieve optimal worst-case query time and optimal

space have been formulated for this problem. The subject of our thesis is, in

contrast, to examine planar point location from the perspective of the expected

case. We assume that we are given the probability of the query point lying in

each region and our goal is to construct a data structure that will minimize the

expected query time. We refer to this problem as expected-case planar point

location.

There is plenty of motivation for studying expected-case planar point location.

First, it is a generalization of the fundamental problem of computing an optimal

binary search tree for one-dimensional keys. In one dimension, the analogous

problem asks, given a subdivision of the real line into intervals and the probability

of the query number lying in each interval, to build a data structure (specifically,

a search tree) with minimum expected query time.

Second, the way we look at planar point location, that is, to provide a solution

that takes advantage of the information on the query distribution is relatively new

in the field of geometric search problems. Previous work focusing on expected

search performance restricted itself primarily to uniform query distributions. This

work applies to any query distribution.

Third, there are practical reasons. Expected-case search time tends to be, for

non-uniform distributions, much smaller than worst-case search time. We can
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consider, for example, a situation where the majority of queries concern only a

small number of regions; one would expect (and would desire) a performance

depending on the complexity of these regions and not on the complexity of the

whole subdivision. Given that non-uniform query distributions appear frequently

in practice, expected-case point location algorithms promise to achieve significant

reductions in real response query times.

It follows from Shannon’s information-theoretic results that the expected

query time cannot be less than the entropy defined by the probability distribu-

tion of visiting each polygon of the subdivision, which we call simply the entropy

of the subdivision. We denote this entropy by H . In the one-dimensional case,

it is well-known that H + 2 expected number of comparisons can be achieved.

Our thesis’s central goal is to explore whether planar point location is possible

in expected number of comparisons whose higher order term is exactly H , while

using nearly linear space. In addition, we investigate the existence of practical

planar point location methods that provide O(H) expected query time, which is

optimal to within a multiplicative constant.

In the next section, we give a formal definition of planar point location and

some elementary introduction. In Section 1.2, we define the expected-case version

of the problem, show its connection to optimal binary search trees, and review

previous work. In the last section of this chapter, we present our results and the

outline of the thesis.

1.1 Planar Point Location

Given a planar polygonal subdivision S formed by n non-crossing line segments,

the goal is to preprocess it into a data structure so that queries of the form

in which polygon of the subdivision does a query point q lie can be answered

efficiently. This is known as the planar point location problem. As mentioned

before, it is a fundamental search problem in computational geometry and has

several applications. (Polygons of S are also called cells.)

Throughout the thesis, we assume the comparison-based model. This means

that to determine the position of a query point, we compare it with respect to a

number of lines. For instance, a comparison of the query point q = (4, 2) with

2
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Figure 1.1 A planar subdivision and a sample query point.

the line ` defined by the equation y = x − 3, give us the information that q lies

above ` (thus, the search can be limited among the cells in S which contain some

point above the line `). The comparison-based model is a standard model in the

literature [32]. For simplicity, we will make the assumption that the query point

does not lie on a segment of S.

A large part of the research in the problem has been on trying to minimize

the worst-case query time, or in other words, to minimize the maximum number

of comparisons required to locate any query point on the plane. Several methods

are known that achieve optimal worst-case query time O(logn) in linear space.

Moreover, it has been shown recently that the constant in the asymptotic notation

of the worst-case query time can be reduced to one, which is optimal.

We provide more background on planar point location, especially for the un-

familiar reader, in Chapter 2.

1.2 Expected-Case Point Location

Expected-case planar point location, unlike worst-case planar point location, as-

sumes that some a priori knowledge on the query distribution is available. We

give the definition of the problem below. We will generally use the same notation

as for the worst-case version.

3



1.2.1 Problem definition

We are given a planar polygonal subdivision S formed by n non-crossing line

segments and for each cell z ∈ S, the probability pz that a query point lies in

z. We want to construct a data structure that will minimize the expected query

time.

A useful observation is that, to every comparison-based method M for planar

point location in S, there corresponds a decision tree TM ; thus, the expected

query time, measured in terms of the number of comparisons, is equal to the

weighted external path length of the decision tree TM .

As in worst-case planar point location, we will assume that the probability

that the query point lies on an edge or vertex of the subdivision is zero. We

emphasize that other than the knowledge that a query point lies within cell z

with probability pz, we make no assumptions and assume no knowledge of the

query distribution.

1.2.2 Connection to the one-dimensional case

This formulation for planar point location is a natural generalization of one of

the best-known problems in the theory of data structures, namely that of con-

structing an optimal binary search tree for a set of keys from some totally ordered

domain [17, 21]. In this problem, given an element, we search for the key that is

equal to it, or if there is not such a key, we search for the “gap” between consec-

utive keys in which the element falls. Supposing we know the probabilities for all

the keys and the gaps, an optimal binary search tree is a binary search tree that

minimizes the expected cost of searching.

If we think of the keys as being real numbers then they naturally define a

subdivision S1 of the one-dimensional line into intervals. Following the geometric

convention stated earlier, we assume that the probability that a query equals

a key is zero. Thus the problem reduces to determining the interval between

consecutive keys containing the query point. For each such interval y, let py

denote the probability that a query point falls within this interval. In the binary

search tree we build to answer such queries, each leaf corresponds to an interval
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of S1. The expected cost of searching can be expressed as

∑

y∈S1

pydy,

where dy is the depth in the tree of interval y. The entropy of S1, denoted H , is

defined

entropy(S1) = H =
∑

y∈S1

py log(1/py).

(Throughout all logarithms are taken base 2.) A classical result due to Shannon

implies that the weighted external path length and thus the expected number of

comparisons is at least as large as the entropy S1 [21, 38].

The probability of accessing a key or an interval is referred to sometimes as

the weight, thus optimal binary search trees are also called weighted search trees.

Constructing an optimal binary search tree for n keys can be done in O(n2) time

using a result by Knuth [20]. The bound can be reduced to O(n log n) [17] in the

special case where the keys have access probability equal to zero. This category of

optimal binary search trees is called optimal alphabetic trees. Although it is not

known how to construct an optimal binary search tree or an optimal alphabetic

tree in o(n2) or o(n log n) time, respectively, there are methods that run in linear

time and construct a binary search tree with expected query time that is nearly

optimal. These methods usually make use of simple rules (e.g., select the root so

that the weight in the two subtrees is roughly balanced and then recurse) and also

help to prove upper bounds on the optimal weighted path length. An example

of such a method was given by Mehlhorn [24], who showed how to construct a

binary search tree with expected query time at most H + 2. More information

and references on the problem can be found in [29].

1.2.3 The entropy lower bound

By analogy with one dimension, we define the entropy of the planar subdivision

S as

entropy(S) = H =
∑

z∈S

pz log(1/pz).

where pz is the probability of the query point lying in cell z. From the above

discussion, it follows immediately that the entropy H of the subdivision is a lower

bound on the expected query time of planar point location as well.
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Figure 1.2 Example from one-dimension.

1.2.4 Previous work

There has been little work on expected-case planar point location, compared to

the numerous results for the worst case. Goodrich, Orletsky and Ramaiyer [15]

gave an adaptive point location method, which employs the splay tree by Sleator

and Tarjan [39]. The data structure adjusts itself to the query distribution over

the time, so that cells that receive queries more frequently are located faster.

Given a number m of queries, it achieves for each cell z amortized query time

that is at most O(min{log(m/fz), log(tz + 1), log n}), where fz is the frequency

of accessing cell z and tz the number of different cells that were accessed since

the last request for cell z. The space occupied is linear. An advantage of the

method is that no information on the query distribution is required beforehand.

However, a serious drawback is that the cells in the expression above are not the

cells of the initial subdivision S but the cells in the “slabbed” subdivision S (see
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the slab method in Section 2.2.2). This implies that the average performance of

the method in several cases may be far from optimal.

Recently, Arya et al. [3] showed that it is possible to answer point location

queries in expected query time no more than 2H , using quadratic space, and

expected query time nearly 4H using linear space. A major limitation of these

results is that they can be applied only if the coordinates of the query point are

drawn from two independent probability distributions. The authors give first a

solution to the problem when the query distribution is uniform, which uses a box-

decomposition tree [8] of the vertices of S. For their more general result, they

develop a mapping of the problem from the geometric space to the probability

space and then they exploit the fact that the image of the query point in the

probability space follows the uniform distribution.

Independently from the results of this thesis, Iacono [18] showed how to modify

Kirkpatrick’s point location method [19] to achieve expected query time bounded

by O(H), where H is the entropy of a triangular subdivision S of the plane.

Although this method works for any query distribution and occupies linear space,

it has the disadvantage that the constant factor hidden in the O-notation of the

expected query time is large. As in the original method, the construction is done

bottom-up in a hierarchical way starting with S. At each level a fraction of the

vertices of the triangulation are removed leading to simpler triangulations until

the triangulation has reached some constant complexity. Intuitively, the idea is

to remove vertices that are not incident to regions of high access probability, thus

ensuring that the triangles of S which are accessed frequently will be placed at

the top levels of the hierarchy, where they can be reached fast.

There are also older methods, which have satisfactory average perfomance in

many cases, as observed empirically. One method is the bucketing approach [13],

essentially a two-dimensional hashing method. Other methods employ the jump-

and-walk strategy, which starts from some chosen location and walks through the

subdivision towards the query point [25]. Furthermore, several practical methods

are known based on k-trees, quad-trees and R-trees [33]. In all these results,

good upper bounds on the expected query time can be established analytically

for uniform query distributions, or for subdivisions with uniformly distributed

vertices but not in general.
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1.2.5 Results and overview

To have any chance of achieving the entropy lower bound we will need to make

some limiting assumptions on the complexity of the cells in the subdivision. Oth-

erwise it will not generally be possible to bound the complexity of the search by

any function of entropy alone (see also Section 3.6). This issue does not arise

in the one-dimensional case, since intervals have bounded complexity. Our basic

assumption is that each cell of the subdivision is bounded by a constant number

of sides. For the same reasons we will also assume that the probability of the

query point lying in the unbounded face of S is zero. Alternatively, we could

assume that the unbounded face has bounded complexity.

We will present most of our results for cells of S that are triangles, but the

extension to cells of bounded complexity is straightforward. Our results can also

be extended to convex polygonal cells with an arbitrary number of sides, but

to do so we add the assumption that the query distribution is uniform within

each cell. Our main contribution is to show that it is possible to design a point

location search structure such that the expected query time is nearly optimal,

growing as H + o(H). We note that entropy generally increases with n, so it is

reasonable to treat H as an asymptotic quantity. (To simplify the expressions,

we abuse notation by using O(f(n)) and o(f(n)) for some non-negative function

f(n) instead of O(f(n)) + O(1) and o(f(n)) + O(1), respectively.)

The results contained in this thesis are joint work with Sunil Arya and David

M. Mount and have been published before in [4, 5, 6].

The thesis is organized as follows. Chapter 2 contains a detailed background

on planar point location and reviews some of the worst-case methods that will

prove to be useful for our results in the remainder of the thesis.

In Chapter 3, we address the question of whether the expected query time can

match the entropy lower bound as is the case in one dimension. In addition to low

query time, we seek to minimize the space occupied by the data structure. For

planar subdivisions consisting of polygonal cells of fixed complexity, we present a

method with expected query time bounded by H + 2
√

2H + log(
√

H + 1) + O(1)

and O(n2
√

2H log n/(
√

H + 1)) space. The space in the above method is nearly

linear. A different method we propose improves the above space to O(n logn)

8



while increasing the expected query time only to H+O(H2/3+1). If the segments

of the subdivision are further oriented along a constant number of directions,

we show that the space can be reduced to O(n). In addition, we establish for

the expected query time a stronger lower bound than that of the entropy H .

Specifically, we prove a lower bound of H +
√

H − O(1). This new lower bound

justifies the need for the O(
√

H) term in the expected query time of our first

method.

In Chapter 4, we further investigate the question of whether the H + o(H)

expected query time can be achieved with linear space, in any subdivision of cells

with bounded complexity. We come very close to this goal. In particular we show

that if H is at least Ω(log log n), linear space is indeed possible. Without this

assumption we show that the space can be reduced from O(n log n) to as low as

O(n log∗ n).

All the methods described above have the advantage of taking time that is

optimal in terms of the constant in front of the entropy term. Nonetheless, they

are quite complicated. In Chapter 5, we examine whether there is a practical

method with low expected query time. We show that a simple weighted variant

of the randomized incremental algorithm for point location achieves O(H) ex-

pected query time with O(n) space. We have run experiments demonstrating the

practical efficiency of this algorithm and its superiority over standard approaches

for non-uniform query distributions.

9



CHAPTER 2

BACKGROUND

In this chapter, we provide further background on the planar point location prob-

lem, focusing on worst-case algorithms. As we will see in later chapters, our

expected-case methods borrow ideas from them. Readers having familiarity with

the subject may choose to skip parts or the whole of this chapter.

2.1 Preliminaries

In planar point location, the query point is typically given by its two cartesian

coordinates. The location of its position proceeds through a series of comparisons.

A comparison is the decision of whether the query point lies above or below some

oriented line of our choice. When the line is vertical the same question translates

to whether the query point lies to the left or to the right of the line. Based on

the result of such a comparison, a region of the plane is excluded as potential to

contain the query point. After a number of appropriately chosen comparisons,

the position of the query point is limited to a region that is entirely contained

inside a single polygon. At that point, the label associated with that polygon can

be safely reported as the answer to where the query point q lies. We will make

the standard assumption that no query point lies on a segment of the subdivision

or on a line of comparison.

To solve the problem for just one query point, Θ(n) comparisons would be

enough and necessary in the worst case. However, given that the intention is to

serve a large number of queries, it is beneficial to do some preprocessing so that

afterwards the answer to any query can be computed as efficiently as possible.

A quantitative measure of the efficiency is the number of comparisons required,

referred to commonly as the query time. We note that examining the problem

from the worst-case perspective assumes that no information is given during pre-

processing about the location of the future queries.
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Before giving more details about the planar point location problem, it is worth

considering the analogous problem in one dimension. We are given a number of

consecutive intervals and the goal is to report quickly, given a query number, to

which of the intervals this number belongs. One trivial solution to this problem

is to sort all the numbers that correspond to the endpoints of the intervals in an

array and then, when some query arrives, perform a binary search with the given

number on the array and locate the endpoint immediately above this number.

With proper labeling, the interval containing the number can then also be iden-

tified. The query time for this problem is logarithmic in the number of intervals

and by a simple information-theoretic argument this time can be proved to be

optimal for any algorithm that uses only comparisons.

When comparing the various solutions for the planar point location problem

the main focus is on the query time they provide. The asymptotically optimal

worst-case query time is O(log n), as in the one-dimensional problem. A sec-

ond important criterion is the space the data structure occupies. This should

be ideally linear in the complexity of the subdivision S, that is O(n). Another

measure of comparison is the preprocessing time (and space) used to build the

data structure. This tends to be a measure of less weight, since preprocessing is

only performed once in the beginning. It is commonly in O(n) or O(n log n) espe-

cially if the subdivision S is not given in some standard form or is disconnected.

In recent years, there is particular concern, both theoretical and practical, on

the exact number of comparisons required for planar point location. It is now

considered important to report the constant hidden in the asymptotic notation

of the query time of the algorithm and any lower order terms. Again for similar

reasons, one is concerned with the multiplicative constant in the space, although

good bounds on it are harder to obtain. Finally, the simplicity of the method is

yet another criterion, which becomes highly relevant, if not critical, when prac-

tice is involved. All the above criteria apply to expected-case methods as well,

although the optimal values may differ from the worst case.

Instead of the planar point location problem itself, the algorithms are some-

times stated for another closely related problem, the vertical ray shooting problem.

In this problem, we are given n non-crossing line segments and a query point and

we ask which segment will be hit first by a vertical ray starting from the query

11



point and going upwards (Figure 2.1). Having a solution for the vertical ray

shooting problem for the segments of a subdivision S trivially gives a solution

for the planar point location problem by simply labeling each segment with the

region exactly below it.

�

Figure 2.1 Vertical ray shooting.

When describing planar point location algorithms, some assumptions are usu-

ally tacitly made, such as that there is no vertical segment, no two endpoints

of segments have the same x-coordinate, the segments are finite (i.e., no rays or

lines are allowed) or that all the queries lie in a box, etc. These assumptions,

introduced to prevent degeneracies, can be removed without much difficulty when

needed [7].

Another view of the problem is to look at the subdivision S as a planar graph.

In this context the terms used in place of segments and their endpoints are edges

and vertices respectively. We note that by Euler’s formula the number of vertices

and faces (polygons) in the graph is O(n). In some of the algorithms we will later

present, it will be more natural to denote by n the number of vertices instead

of segments. We will also occasionally find the following terminology useful. A

(comparison) line is said to split the plane into two regions. Such a split is said

to create new regions. The segments intersecting a (comparison) line are said to

be cut by this line.

The use of comparisons for locating the query point gives rise to a decision

tree [32]. An internal node of the decision tree represents a convex subregion of

12



the plane and is associated with a line. When an internal node is visited the query

point is compared with this line and according to the result (positive or negative

distance from the line) the appropriate link to the next node is followed. The

external nodes represent regions where the location of a query point is completely

determined. The root normally represents the entire plane. To answer a query,

the search starts from the root and at each step a comparison is performed and

the right path is followed until reaching a leaf where the result can be reported.

The depth of the decision tree corresponds to the worst-case query time. On the

other hand, the expected-case query time is equal to the weighted external path

length of the decision tree.

A (correct) decision tree for point location is in effect a binary space partition

(BSP) tree [7]. In a BSP for a set of non-intersecting objects, the space is re-

cursively split into two by hyperplanes until any region contains a single object

fragment. For our case, the objects are taken to be the faces of S (the segments

work as well), while the space which becomes a plane is to be split by lines. There

is a lot of independent interest in BSPs. The emphasis when studying them is on

minimizing the total number of object fragments or, in other words, on building

BSP trees of small size.

In order to reduce the space, many of the algorithms for planar point location

exploit in an implicit manner the fact that different query points are compared

during their search with the same sequence of lines. They use what is called sub-

structure sharing. Given a subdivision S in this case, the output of the algorithm

is a data structure that is not a tree but a directed acyclic graph or DAG. A

recent result by Tóth [41] implies that substructure sharing is in fact necessary

for general subdivisions with all data structures of linear size. More precisely, he

proved that there exists a planar subdivision S for which any BSP tree must have

size at least Ω(n log n/ log log n).

2.2 Related Work on Worst Case

2.2.1 Summary

It is striking that in spite of and in contrast to the uncomplicated solution for the

analogous problem in one dimension, a solution for the planar point location that
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Figure 2.2 A subdivision and its BSP tree.
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Figure 2.3 Substructure sharing. Does q lie in box A or box B? The DAG on
the right leads to less space, especially if q was to be located further in smaller
boxes lying inside A and outside B.
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is optimal in the worst-case—that is, it has query time O(log n) and takes O(n)

space—is not obvious. In fact, it took some years to find one since the problem

was first stated. Today, several optimal algorithms are known. They are based

on a variety of ideas with each algorithm having its own beauty.

Dipton and Lipton [12] proposed the earliest algorithm for point location. It

is known as the slab method and achieved O(log n) query time and O(n2) space.

This was followed by the chain method of Lee and Preparata [22], which used

linear space and O(log2 n) time. Applying their planar separator theorem, Lip-

ton and Tarjan [23] were the first to solve the problem optimally. However, their

solution was very complicated and only of theoretical interest. Then came the

trapezoid method by Preparata [30] that had O(log n) query time and O(n logn)

space. Kirkpatrick [19] proposed a practical and, at the same time, optimal al-

gorithm, based on hierarchical triangulations. A few years later, Edelsbrunner,

Guibas and Stolfi [14], Cole [11] and Sarnak and Tarjan [34] gave optimal solu-

tions characterized by small constants in front of the log n term of the query time.

The first solution improved the chain method by using the technique of fractional

cascading while the other two combined the slab method with the notion of per-

sistent data structures. Simple randomized algorithms by Mulmuley [26, 27] and

Seidel [35] appeared next. Goodrich, Orletsky and Ramaiyer [15] managed to

bring the query time down to 2 log n and used results on cuttings for reducing

the space of nearly linear point location methods to linear without essentially

affecting their query time. Recently, Seidel and Adamy [2, 36] showed that point

location queries can be answered in log n + 2
√

log n + o(
√

log n) time and linear

space. This was the first result that showed that the query time can be as low

as log n + o(log n). The same authors also proved that the above bound is tight

under the trapezoidal search graph model [36].

2.2.2 Slab method

Dobkin and Lipton’s idea [12] is as follows. First, a vertical line through each

vertex of the subdivision is drawn. These vertical lines partition the plane into

O(n) vertical strips called slabs. The key observation is that in each slab the

segments crossing it form a total order by the “above” relation. As a conse-

quence, after knowing in which slab the query point lies, the problem reduces to
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the one-dimensional case, where the query point is said to be greater in a com-

parison against a segment if and only if it lies above the segment. Here is how

a query point is located. Suppose that the vertices have been stored in an array

in increasing order of their x-coordinates. Then using binary search in the array

with the x-coordinate of the point, the slab that contains it is located. Another

binary search follows to locate the segment of the slab that lies directly above the

point. It is presumed that the different segments of each slab have been sorted

and stored in the necessary arrays during the preprocessing.

�

a slab

Figure 2.4 The slab method.

Since there are O(n) slabs and a slab can have up to O(n) crossing segments

(there are n segments in total), the number of comparisons required by the two

binary searches is totally not greater than 2 log n. (We shall omit possible additive

constants in the query times.) The space consumed by the data structure is

O(n2) which is tight in the worst-case. The huge space is the drawback of the

slab method, which is otherwise straightforward. This method is still considered

important since several other methods, including the most efficient known one,

are based on it.
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2.2.3 Trapezoid method

The trapezoid method by Preparata [30] is a recursive method with some ideas

similar to the slab method. It has optimal query time and O(n log n) space.

The search area is considered to be bounded by a large enough trapezoid with

its parallel edges aligned vertically. The algorithm selects as the first comparison

the vertical line passing through the median vertex when the vertices of the

subdivision are sorted according to increasing x-coordinate. This comparison

creates two slabs. In each slab there are some edges that completely cross the

slab, partitioning it into a number of vertically aligned trapezoids. Some of

the trapezoids contain vertices (nonempty) while others do not (empty). It is

easy to search which one of the trapezoids in a slab contains the query point by

comparing with the appropriate crossing edges of the trapezoids. Unlike the slab

method, a balanced binary search tree with respect to the trapezoid edges is not

good enough for this kind of search. As will be seen later, another more global

balancing criterion is employed. If the query is found to be in an empty trapezoid,

the search stops, otherwise it recurses in the located nonempty trapezoid. It is

implied that the recursive construction was carried out in similar fashion on all

the nonempty trapezoids during the preprocessing.
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Figure 2.5 The trapezoid method. The query path is drawn in bold.
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As at each recursion the number of vertices is halved, the number of recur-

sions is bounded by log n. Only the vertical comparisons are responsible for the

increase in space, not the comparisons that use the trapezoid edges, which cause

no fragmentation. The space can be bounded as follows. After the first cut is per-

formed on a segment, a new cut can only happen to the part of segment delimited

by one of its endpoints and the closest cut to this endpoint. Since a segment has

two endpoints, this means that, at each level of recursion, only two cuts can be

applied to a segment and therefore each segment is cut at most 2 log n times. It

follows that the total number of regions created and the total space are bounded

by O(n logn).

We now consider the problem of which search tree to build to locate the

trapezoid in each slab. One would want to spend few comparisons to locate

the query point if it is contained in a trapezoid for which a large number of

recursions are expected to follow. As an estimation of the further effort needed

to locate the query point the number of endpoints in the current trapezoid is used.

The search tree to build is therefore a weighted search tree [21, 24] with leaves

associated with the trapezoids and where each trapezoid is assigned a weight equal

to the number of vertices inside it. In the original paper, a different “manual”

rebalancing approach was used. If the above approach is used a query time of

at most 4 log n comparisons can be shown [32]. Recently, Seidel and Adamy [36]

utilized an a posteriori weighting mechanism where each nonempty trapezoid in

the slab receives a weight related to the depth of the tree rooted at it. With this

strategy, they were able to show a bound on the worst-case query time of 3 log n

comparisons.

2.2.4 Randomized incremental method

Randomization has been applied successfully to many problems to give optimal

and conceptually simple algorithms [28]. Planar point location is not an excep-

tion. The randomized algorithm of this section is attributed to Mulmuley [26]

and to Seidel [35].

A trapezoidal map of a collection of n noncrossing segments is formed by

shooting a vertical ray from every endpoint of all segments both downwards and

upwards. A ray stops if another segment is hit. The plane in this way is decom-
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posed into vertically aligned trapezoids, some of them perhaps degenerate (i.e.,

they could be triangles), whose number remains O(n).

Figure 2.6 The trapezoidal map of a subdivision.

The construction of the data structure for point location is incremental. At

each step, one randomly picked segment of the subdivision is inserted onto the

plane and the corresponding trapezoidal map is updated. Together with the

trapezoidal map, there is a related search structure which supports point location.

Three types of nodes can be distinguished in this structure: up-down nodes where

the query point is compared with the line passing through a segment, left-right

nodes where it is compared with a vertical line passing through the endpoint of

a segment and leaf nodes that correspond to a trapezoid in the trapezoidal map.

When a segment is inserted the following occur. First, its left endpoint is lo-

cated in the current trapezoidal map with the help of the current search structure.

The trapezoids the segment intersects are visited from left to right, or, as it is

called, are “threaded”. These old trapezoids are destroyed while new trapezoids

take their place. The necessary comparison nodes are added in the search struc-

ture. Interestingly, it is possible to merge some of the old trapezoids that used to

be represented in different leaves into a new single trapezoid. Consequently, the

search structure is a DAG.

Both the query time and the space of this method are relatively easily analysed
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Figure 2.7 Updating the trapezoidal map and the search structure.

by backwards analysis. For the query time, any fixed query point is assumed

and it is asked what is the probability of the trapezoid currently bounding the

query point to have changed as a result of the insertion of the i-th segment in

order. The probability of this averaged over all permutations can be shown to

be O(1/i). If the bounding trapezoid has changed, this means that a constant

number of additional comparisons were needed to locate the query point. The

i-th segment contributes then an expected O(1/i) increase in the comparisons

required. Summing over all steps of the algorithm, the expected query time turns

out to be O(
∑

i(1/i)) = O(log n). For the space analysis, the question is how many

new trapezoids are expected to be created by the insertion of the i-th segment.

This number can be proven to be constant and thus the expected space is linear.

More precisely, the query time is bounded by (5 ln 2) log n = 3.47 log n while a

rough bound for the space is 12n. It can also be proven that there is a good

probabilistic guarantee that the search structure will not exceed the logarithmic

depth [7].
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Figure 2.8 A subdivision (up-left), a cutting (up-right) and superimposing the

cutting on the subdivision (below-center).

2.2.5 Space reduction by cuttings

Goodrich et al. [15] provided a general way to reduce the space of superlinear

planar point location algorithms to linear without significantly harming the query

time by using (1/r)-cuttings [10]. Cuttings is a technique for achieving geometric

divide and conquer with applications to a broad class of problems. The result

that the authors built on is the following: For a set S of n noncrossing segments

and a parameter r with 2 ≤ r ≤ n, a (1/r)-cutting for S is a partition of the

plane into O(r) trapezoids so that each of those trapezoids is intersected by at

most n/r segments in S. The construction of a (1/r)-cutting can be performed

easily using random sampling techniques in expected time O(n log n).

Their method works by first finding a (1/r)-cutting of the subdivision S for

some suitable value of r. For this cutting, the superlinear space algorithm is used

to locate the trapezoid of the cutting containing the query point. The value of r is

such that the total space consumed to support the above operation is linear. The

conflict list for a trapezoid is the set of segments that intersect it. Depending on

the exact space used by the algorithm, it may be necessary to recursively apply

the procedure of finding a cutting and building a search structure on the conflict
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lists of the trapezoids. At the end, when the conflict list is guaranteed to be small

in size, a linear-space method that is less efficient than the original algorithm in

terms of query time suffices.

This technique is especially attractive because it achieves the reduction to

linear space with a sacrifice in the query time that is only in o(log n), leaving

thus the multiplicative constant in front of the log n term unchanged.

2.2.6 Recursive slab method

Seidel and Adamy [36] recently showed the remarkable fact that planar point

location can be performed in log n + o(log n) time. This is the best possible in

terms of the multiplicative constant factor in front of the log n term.

The method is similar both to the slab method and the trapezoid method.

What is new about this method is that, in contrast to the trapezoid method

that makes only one vertical split, builds a weighted search tree for the trapezoid

segments and then recurses, and, unlike the slab method that makes all the

vertical splits at once and has no recursion, this method selects to do something in

the middle. Specifically, it creates 2t vertical slabs that split equally the endpoints

of the segments, builds the relevant weighted search tree for each slab and then

recurses. The parameter t depends on the number of endpoints inside the current

trapezoid. Intuitively, its value is chosen so as to balance the number of recursions

and the number of comparisons spent on vertical cuts, with the aim of reducing

the total depth of the data structure. Its value is selected to be approximately

t = t(n) = 22
√

log n. Another new feature of the method is that, instead of

assigning the weights in the weighted search trees for the trapezoids a priori, as

is typically done in the trapezoid method based on the number of endpoints they

contain, the assignment of weights here is done a posteriori; first the recursion in

all the trapezoids of a slab is performed and then the weight for each trapezoid of

that slab is computed. The weight wi assigned to a trapezoid is 2di , where di is the

depth of the search structure constructed for the trapezoid. The intuition is that

the weight is selected so as to anticipate the comparisons that follow. The empty

trapezoids receive a weight of one. The accurate analysis of the algorithm is a little

technical. The final bound for the query time is log n + 2
√

log n + 1
2
log log n + 2,

while the space is O(n22
√

log n).
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Figure 2.9 The recursive slab method.

Using a two-level (1/r)-cuttings construction in a similar way to that proposed

by Goodrich et al. [15], the space of the method can be brought down to linear

with just an O(log
1

4 n) additive increase in the query time. In experiments [1],

this method did not yield the expected improvement in query time. This is due

to the fact that the second order term, for usual values of n, is comparable to the

first. Also, the use of cuttings increased the hidden constant for the space, which

could go up to 16n.

2.2.7 Discussion

Finding an optimal algorithm for planar point location that is as simple as one-

dimensional binary search seems to be elusive. The divide and conquer paradigm

is directly or indirectly behind all the methods. Ideally, one would want with one

comparison to exclude half of the faces of the subdivision. The difficulty is that

any comparison is prone to introduce new regions, thus increasing the complexity

of the subdivision on which searching is performed.

We attempt a relaxed characterization of the comparison-based methods that

are known for planar point location. There exist methods that try to define a total
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ordering of the various regions related either to their topology or their geometry

or both. Other methods try to search hierarchically with a clear two-dimensional

flavor. The query point is located progressively in finer and finer subdivisions.

Most of the known linear-spaced methods follow this latter approach. The best

method known in terms of the exact number of comparisons, the recursive slab

with cuttings, is an intriguing combination of these two types of strategies.

The interested reader can find additional material on planar point location

and its variations and extensions in [7, 16, 28, 31, 32, 40].
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CHAPTER 3

OPTIMIZING THE EXPECTED QUERY

TIME

In this chapter we show that it is possible to design a point location search

structure such that the expected query time nearly matches the entropy lower

bound. We present two methods that differ with respect to the space needed.

For the higher-space structure the lower order term grows as O(
√

H), and in the

lower-space structure it grows as O(H2/3). The space used by our data structures

is O(n logn) for triangles (cells of bounded complexity), O(n) for axis-parallel

rectangles (iso-oriented cells of bounded complexity, where by iso-oriented we

mean that the boundary of the cells consists of line segments oriented along a

constant number of directions) and O(n logn) for convex polygons with uniform

query distribution. Our best results on query time involve a data structure whose

size is O(n1+ε). The space is bounded by a function of H , which is presented in

detail in Theorem 3.1. Our results are summarized in Table 3.1.

Along with the above upper bounds, we present an almost tight lower bound

on the expected query time, which is H +
√

H − O(1). It is well known that

H ≤ log n + O(1). For comparison, we mention that it has been shown in [36]

that the worst-case query time of planar point location confined to its first two

largest terms, in both the upper and the lower bound, is log n + 2
√

log n.

3.1 Intuition

Our two point location data structures are based on many of the same methods

used in the construction of worst-case efficient point location structures. How-

ever, establishing efficient expected query time involves considerably different

techniques from worst-case query time. In this section we give the intuition be-

hind the methods, which we needed to develop for this task.
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Subdivision Type Space Expected Query Time

Triangles (bounded complexity) O(n1+ε) H + 2
√

2H + log(
√

H + 1) + O(1)

O(n log n) H + O(H2/3 + 1)

Axis-parallel rectangles O(n) H + O(H2/3 + 1)

(iso-oriented, bounded complexity)

Convex polygons with O(n1+ε) H + 2
√

2H + log(
√

H + 1) + O(1)

uniform interior distribution O(n log n) H + O(H2/3 + 1)

Table 3.1 Summary of results in this chapter.

Let us focus for now on the case when the cells of the given subdivision S are

triangles. Recall that we assume no knowledge of the distribution of query points

within each triangle. As mentioned before, the use of comparisons naturally

defines a binary space partition (BSP) tree [7], in which each node of the tree

represents a convex polygonal region of the plane. Suppose that we construct

a binary space partition (BSP) tree for S, and answer point location queries

by simply descending the tree to find the leaf containing q. What properties

would suffice to ensure that this tree can be used to answer point location queries

efficiently?

To answer this question, notice that the expected query time is given by the

weighted external path length [21], where the weight of a leaf is the probability

that the query point lies in the region associated with the leaf; since the entropy

of the set of leaves is a lower bound on the weighted path length [21], this suggests

that the following two properties are desirable in the BSP tree:

Property 1: The entropy of the leaves should be as small as possible. Since the

entropy of the leaves cannot be less than the entropy of S, we would like

the entropy of the leaves to be close to the entropy of S.

Property 2: The depth of a leaf should be close to log(1/p), where p is the

probability associated with the leaf.

The second property helps to ensure that the expected query time is close to the

entropy of the leaves. We elaborate on these properties.
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3.1.1 Property one

The first property suggests that we should try to minimize the number of leaves

generated by each cell in S. To see this let fz denote the number of leaves

generated by a cell z ∈ S. By elementary calculus, the entropy of the leaves is

maximized when each of the fz leaves generated by cell z has the same probability

(i.e., pz/fz). The entropy of the leaves is therefore at most

∑

z∈S

pz log(fz/pz) = H +
∑

z∈S

pz log(fz). (3.1)

Observe that the bound in Eq. (3.1) is at most H + log(fmax), where fmax is

the maximum number of fragments generated from any cell. This implies that

if we could construct a BSP tree that partitions each cell in S into at most a

constant number of fragments, then the entropy of the leaves would exceed the

entropy of S by at most an additive constant. Unfortunately, a recent result by

Tóth [41] implies that constructing such a tree is not possible for every planar

subdivision.

A key insight is to observe that a much weaker requirement (instead of parti-

tioning each cell of S into a constant number of fragments) both ensures that the

entropy of the leaves is small and leads to BSP trees that are easy to construct.

To be precise, it suffices to construct a BSP tree that splits each cell of S with

associated probability p into at most O(log(1/p) + 1) fragments. Using Eq. (3.1)

and simple calculations, it can be shown that the entropy of the leaves of this

tree is at most H +log(H +1). We show that such a BSP tree can be constructed

using a modification of the well-known trapezoid method of Preparata [30].

3.1.2 Property two

The probability that the query point lies in the region associated with a leaf is

not known exactly, since we are not given the query distribution within a cell.

Thus, to satisfy Property 2, our strategy is to construct a tree in which the depth

of any leaf generated from a cell z ∈ S is close to log(1/pz). In this chapter

we present two different ways of achieving this property. The first approach is

given in Section 3.2 and is based on a modification of the methods given by

Preparata [30] and Seidel and Adamy [36]. The second approach is given in
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Section 3.3 and is more space-efficient. It is based on first constructing a BSP

tree satisfying Property 1 and then rearranging the leaves of this tree using the

centroid decomposition technique and applying certain other transformations. As

a footnote, we remark that while property two is useful, unlike property one, it

is not a necessary condition for matching the entropy bound.

3.2 High-Space Method

In this section we prove the following theorem. For simplicity we present the

result for the case of triangular subdivisions, but we will show later that it may

be generalized to subdivisions in which the cells have constant combinatorial

complexity.

Theorem 3.1 Given an n-vertex triangular subdivision S, together with proba-

bilities pz that a query point lies within each cell z, we can build a data structure

that answers point location queries in expected query time

H + 2
√

2H + log(
√

H + 1) + O(1).

The space for the data structure is

O(n2
√

2H log n/(
√

H + 1)).

Other than the probabilities pz we assume no knowledge of the query prob-

ability distribution. Recall that H is bounded by log n + O(1), and hence the

space used is at most O(n2
√

2 log n
√

log n), which is O(n1+ε) for any ε > 0.

As mentioned earlier, our data structure is based on constructing a BSP tree

T for S. Before building the tree we construct a discrete probability distribu-

tion, called the pseudo-probability, as follows. Let m denote the total number of

triangles in S. We note that m is Θ(n). For each triangle z ∈ S, we assign a

pseudo-probability of p̂z/6 to each of its three vertices, where p̂z = max(pz, 1/m).

If a vertex is incident to several triangles, then the pseudo-probability assigned

to it is the sum of the contribution from each incident triangle. It is easy to see

that the total pseudo-probability of all the vertices is at most one. If the total

pseudo-probability is strictly less than one, we increase the pseudo-probability of
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one or more vertices arbitrarily, so that the total pseudo-probability becomes one.

As we will see in the analysis, the use of pseudo-probability instead of the true

probability is crucial to limiting the fragmentation of cells of small probability.

This helps to reduce the space used by the search structure.

The tree T is built recursively in a top-down fashion. In each stage of the

recursion, we do the following. Suppose that we are working on the subdivision

contained within a trapezoid u. Let p′u denote the sum of the pseudo-probabilities

of the vertices in its interior. Initially u is the entire space and p′u is 1. We split

u into two vertical slabs such that the pseudo-probability of the vertices in the

interior of each slab is at most p′u/2. We repeat this for t levels, where t ≥ 1

is a suitable parameter (to be fixed later), each time ensuring that the pseudo-

probability of the resulting slabs is halved. This partitioning can be represented

in a natural way by a balanced tree having 2t leaves, representing the 2t vertical

slabs. Each slab is further partitioned into trapezoids by the segments of the

subdivision that completely cross it. Following Seidel and Adamy [36], we build

a weighted search tree [24] for each slab, where the weights of the trapezoids are

assigned as follows:

(a) If there are no segments intersecting the trapezoid (empty trapezoid), its

weight is p̂z/(h2t), where z is the triangle in S that generates the trapezoid,

and h is a suitable parameter (to be fixed later).

(b) For the remaining trapezoids (non-empty trapezoids), the weight is the

pseudo-probability of all the vertices in their interior.

Finally, we recurse on the non-empty trapezoids.

We now analyze the space and expected query time as a function of the

parameters t and h. For the purpose of analysis, it is convenient to view the

partitioning scheme as a multi-way tree as follows. Suppose that in a stage of the

recursion, trapezoid u is split into 2t vertical slabs, each of which is partitioned

into smaller trapezoids. Then in the multi-way tree, there is a node representing

trapezoid u, which is made the parent of the nodes representing these smaller

trapezoids. Let T ′ denote this multi-way tree.

For a node x of T , let region(x) denote the region associated with x, px

denote the probability of the query point lying in this region (more precisely,
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the probability of visiting x during point location), and p′x denote the pseudo-

probability of all the vertices in its interior. The following lemma bounds the

number of leaves in T generated by any triangle z ∈ S.

Lemma 3.1 The number of leaves in the BSP tree T generated by triangle z in

S is at most

3 · 2t

(

1

t
log

1

p̂z
+ 4

)

.

Proof. We start by bounding the number of internal nodes of T ′ that overlap

the interior of z. Since any internal node of T ′ that overlaps the interior of z

must contain one of the vertices of z, it follows that there are at most three such

internal nodes at any level of T ′.

Also, since the pseudo-probability of a node decreases by a factor of at least

2t as we descend one level in T ′, the pseudo-probability of a node at level i of T ′

is at most 1/2t(i−1). Recall that the pseudo-probability of the vertices of triangle

z is at least p̂z/6. It follows that if a node containing a vertex of z is at level i,

then

1

2t(i−1)
≥ p̂z

6
.

Simplifying this gives

i ≤ 1

t

(

log
1

p̂z
+ log 6

)

+ 1 ≤ 1

t
log

1

p̂z
+ 4.

Thus, the number of internal nodes of T ′ that overlap z is at most 3((1/t) ·
log(1/p̂z) + 4). Since any node of T ′ can have at most 2t children that overlap

the interior of z, the bound given in the lemma follows. ut

Using this lemma, it is easy to bound the size of the tree.

Lemma 3.2 The total number of nodes in the BSP tree T is at most O(n2t

(log(n)/t + 1)).

Proof. By Lemma 3.1, a triangle z ∈ S yields at most 3 · 2t(log(m)/t + 4) leaves

in T (since p̂z ≥ 1/m). Thus the total number of leaves, and hence the total
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number of nodes, in T is at most O(m2t(log(m)/t + 1)). Since m = O(n), the

result follows. ut

In Lemma 3.4, we bound the depth of a leaf generated from a triangle z ∈ S.

To this end, we need the following technical result.

Lemma 3.3 Let x be an internal node in the multi-way tree T ′. Let s be any of

the 2t vertical slabs into which region(x) is partitioned. Then the total weight of

the weighted search tree corresponding to s is at most (p′x/2t)(1 + 6/h).

Proof. Recall that the segments in S partition s into empty and non-empty

trapezoids. Since the pseudo-probability associated with s is at most p′x/2t, the

total weight of all the non-empty trapezoids is at most p′x/2t. We will show that

the total weight of the empty trapezoids is at most 6p′x/(2th), which will complete

the proof.

Let Gx denote the set of triangles in S that overlap region(x). The construction

implies that the triangles in Gx have at least one vertex in region(x). Since p′x is

the sum of the pseudo-probability of all the vertices in region(x), it follows that

p′x ≥ ∑

z∈Gx
p̂z/6.

Next observe that a triangle in Gx can generate at most one empty trapezoid

in slab s. Recall that the weight of an empty trapezoid generated by triangle

z ∈ S is p̂z/(2th). Thus the total weight of the empty trapezoids in s is at most
∑

z∈Gx
p̂z/(2th). By the bound on p′x from the previous paragraph, this is at most

6p′x/(2th).

ut

Lemma 3.4 Let x be a leaf in the BSP tree T generated by triangle z ∈ S. Then

the depth of x in T is at most

log
1

p̂z
+ t +

(

2 + O
(

1

h

))

(

1

t
log

1

p̂z
+ 1

)

+ log(h + 1) + O(1).

Proof. Let P = x1, x2, . . . , xl be the path from the root to the leaf x = xl in the

multi-way tree T ′. Let s denote the vertical slab in region(xi) that contains the
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Figure 3.1 Lemmas 3.1 and 3.3.

trapezoid associated with xi+1, and let y denote the node in T corresponding to

s. To prove the lemma, we will separately bound the length of the paths in T

from xi to y and from y to xi+1. By construction, the length of the path in T

from xi to y is t.

To bound the length of the path in T from y to xi+1, recall that xi+1 is a leaf

in the weighted search tree for slab s. By standard results on weighted search

trees [24], the length of the path in T from y to xi+1 is at most log(W/w) + 2,

where W is the weight of all the trapezoids in slab s, and w is the weight of the

trapezoid associated with xi+1. By Lemma 3.3, W ≤ (p′xi
/2t)(1 + 6/h). We now

consider two cases: (i) 1 ≤ i ≤ l − 2 and (ii) i = l − 1. In the first case, xi+1 is a

non-empty trapezoid, so its weight w is the same as its pseudo-probability p′xi+1
.

Thus, the length of the path in T from y to xi+1 is at most

log

[

(p′xi
/2t)(1 + 6/h)

p′xi+1

]

+ 2

= (log p′xi
− log p′xi+1

) − t + log
(

1 + 6
h

)

+ 2.

In the second case, xi+1 = xl is an empty trapezoid, so its weight w is p̂z/(2th).

Thus, the length of the path in T from y to xl is at most

log

[

(p′xl−1
/2t)(1 + 6/h)

p̂z/(2th)

]

+ 2

= (log p′xl−1
− log p̂z) + log(h + 6) + 2.
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By using the above claim to bound the lengths of the paths in T between

adjacent pairs of vertices in P , and summing and cancelling the telescoping prob-

ability terms, it is easy to see that the depth of x in T is at most

log
1

p̂z
+ t +

(

2 + log
(

1 +
6

h

))

(l − 2) + log(h + 1) + O(1). (3.2)

Since xl−1 must contain a vertex of triangle z (which generates leaf x), it

follows that p′xl−1
≥ p̂z/6. Also, since the pseudo-probability of a node at level i

is at most 1/2t(i−1), so p′xl−1
≤ 1/2t(l−2). Thus,

l − 2 ≤ 1

t
log

1

p′xl−1

≤ 1

t

(

log
1

p̂z
+ log 6

)

.

Substituting this value of l in Eq. (3.2), and using the fact that log(1 + 6/h) =

O(1/h), after some simplification, we get the bound on the depth of x given in

the statement of the lemma.

ut

We can now bound the expected query time.

Lemma 3.5 The expected query time using the BSP tree T is at most

H + t +
(

2 + O
(

1

h

))(

H

t
+ 1

)

+ log(h + 1) + O(1).

Proof. For any triangle z ∈ S, let Lz denote the set of leaves generated by z.

The expected query time is given by

∑

z∈S

∑

x∈Lz

pxdx,

where dx denotes the depth of x. Applying Lemma 3.4, this sum is at most

∑

z∈S

∑

x∈Lz

px

[

log
1

p̂z

+ t +
(

2 + O
(

1

h

))

(

1

t
log

1

p̂z

+ 1

)

+ log(h + 1) + O(1)

]

.

Noting that p̂z ≥ pz and simplifying we easily obtain the bound given in the

statement of the lemma. ut
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In order to get the best bound on the expected query time, we choose t =

d
√

2H e and h = d
√

H e in Lemma 3.5. This yields an expected query time of at

most H +2
√

2H + log(
√

H +1)+O(1). Using Lemma 3.2 and noting that t is at

most O(
√

log n), we obtain a bound on the space of O(n2
√

2H log n/(
√

H + 1)).

This completes the proof of Theorem 3.1.

Worst-case performance

Setting t = d
√

2H e + c, where c is a positive integer, and h = d
√

H e, it is

easy to see from Lemma 3.4 that the worst-case query time is (1 + O(1/c)) logn.

(Recall that for a triangle z, p̂z ≥ 1/m.) Simultaneously, the bound on expected

performance given by Theorem 3.1 also holds.

3.3 Low-Space Method

In this section we prove the following theorem:

Theorem 3.2 Let S be an n-vertex planar subdivision. Assume that the query

distribution within each cell is unknown.

(i) If S consists of triangles, we can build a data structure of O(n log n) space

that provides expected query time of H + O(H2/3 + 1).

(ii) If S consists of iso-oriented cells of bounded complexity, we can build a data

structure of O(n) space that provides expected query time of H+O(H2/3+1).

Note that the space used in these solutions is better than the space used in

Theorem 3.1, while the expected query time is just a little worse. The improve-

ment in space is achieved by following a two-step approach. In the first step we

construct a BSP tree T for the given subdivision S, that partitions each cell of

S into few fragments (constant number of fragments if S consists of iso-oriented

cells of bounded complexity and O(log(1/p) + 1) fragments, where p is the prob-

ability associated with a cell, if S consists of triangles). However, we do not care

about the depth of the leaves, so a high probability leaf may be very deep in the

tree T . Thus, T may not provide good expected query time if directly used for
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point location. In the second step, we correct this by rearranging the leaves of

the tree and applying certain other transformations. The goal of these transfor-

mations is to ensure that, if a leaf of the BSP tree is generated from a cell of S

with probability p, then we can reach it using close to log(1/p) comparisons.

3.3.1 BSP tree transformation

The following lemma is crucial to the proof of Theorem 3.2. It is related to the

second of the two steps mentioned above. Define a simple BSP tree to be a BSP

tree with the property that the region associated with any node of the tree is a

polygon with at most a constant number of sides.

Lemma 3.6 Let T be a simple BSP tree with N nodes. We are given a weight

wx for each leaf x of T such that the total weight of all the leaves is at most one.

Then for any positive integer α > 1 (we call α the compression parameter), we

can build a search structure that allows us to do the following: Given a query

point q we can determine the leaf x of T that contains q using at most

[

1 + O

(

1√
α

)]

log
1

wx
+ O(α)

comparisons. The space for the search structure is O(N).

Phase-one transformation

We devote the remainder of this section to proving this lemma. We show how

to build the desired search structure in two steps. In the first step we build a

centroid decomposition tree [9] of tree T . Define the weight of a tree to be the

total weight of the leaves in the tree, and the weight of a node to be the total

weight of the leaves in the subtree rooted at the node. Define a centroid edge

in a binary tree of weight W to be an edge whose removal partitions the tree

into two subtrees of weight at most 2W/3. It follows from standard results that

a binary tree must have such an edge or it must have a leaf with weight more

than 2W/3 (in the latter case, we will abuse terminology and refer to the edge

connecting the leaf to the rest of the tree as the centroid edge). Moreover, by

taking centroids, the nodes of T can be recursively restructured into a binary tree

T ′ with the following properties:
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(a) T ′ has the same leaves as T .

(b) Let y be any internal node of T ′ and let wy denote its weight. Either both

children of y have weight at most 2wy/3 or one child of y is a leaf of weight

more than 2wy/3.

(c) Any node v of T ′ is associated with a polygon P (v) having at most c sides,

where c is a constant. All leaves in the left subtree of v are contained

within P (v) and all leaves in the right subtree of v are contained outside

P (v). (This property follows from the fact that the regions associated with

the nodes of T are the separators P (v) for the nodes of T ′. Since T is a

simple BSP tree, P (v) has constant complexity.)

By property (c), we can use T ′ to do point location by a simple descent in

the tree starting from the root. If a query point lies in leaf x, then the number

of comparisons needed to locate it is at most c · dx, where dx denotes the depth

of x. By property (b), the depth of leaf x is at most log3/2(1/wx) + 1. Thus the

number of comparisons needed is at most c(log3/2(1/wx) + 1).

Phase-two transformation

In the remainder of the proof, we will show how to reduce the multiplicative factor

of log(1/wx) from (c/ log(3/2)) to close to 1. To this end, we transform the tree

T ′ to a partition tree T ′′ using the following recursive procedure. Let α be the

positive integer specified in the statement of the lemma. We create a root node v′′

for the tree T ′′; the region associated with v′′ is the same as the region associated

with the root of T ′. If T ′ consists of a single leaf, then there is nothing else to

be done. Otherwise, we construct a set M of nodes of T ′ as follows. Initially M

consists of only the root of T ′. In each iteration, we remove the node u from M

that has the largest weight among all the nodes in M that are internal nodes of

T ′. We then insert the two children of u into M . We continue in this manner

until we have accumulated 2α nodes in M , or all the nodes in M are leaves in T ′.

It is clear that the set M consists of disjoint descendants of the root of T ′, and

all the leaves in T ′ are contained in the associated subtrees. Let d = |M |, and

let T ′
1, T

′
2, . . . , T

′
d be the subtrees of T ′ rooted at the nodes in M . We recursively
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transform trees T ′
1, T

′
2, . . . , T

′
d into T ′′

1 , T ′′
2 , . . . , T ′′

d , respectively. Finally, we make

the roots of the trees T ′′
i , 1 ≤ i ≤ d, children of node v′′.

This completes the description of the construction. We view T ′′ as a com-

pressed form of the tree T ′, which represents the same hierarchical subdivision.

Clearly, any node v′′ in T ′′ has a corresponding node v′ in T ′; the associated

regions and the set of leaves in the subtrees rooted at the nodes is the same. In

order to achieve the desired speed-up in locating a query point, our strategy is

to employ T ′′ instead of T ′ for point location.

Suppose that the query point q lies in the region associated with a node v ∈ T ′′.

It is easy to see that we can determine the child of v which contains the query

point q by doing point location in a planar subdivision of complexity at most

c · dv, where dv denotes the number of children of v. As part of the preprocessing

we build the worst-case planar point location data structure given by Seidel and

Adamy [36] for each node of T ′′. For a node v, this data structure uses O(dv)

space and allows us to determine the child containing q in log(dv) + O(
√

log(dv))

comparisons. Since dv ≤ 2α, the number of comparisons is bounded by α+O(
√

α),

Analysis

We now bound the space and query time. Observe that the space used by the

point location data structures for all the internal nodes of T ′′ is O(s), where s is

the number of nodes in T ′′. Further, s is no more than the number of nodes in T .

Hence the total space used is O(N). The following lemma is crucial to bounding

the query time.

Lemma 3.7 Let v′′ be a child of u′′ in T ′′, and let wv′′ and wu′′ denote the weight

of the subtrees rooted at nodes v′′ and u′′, respectively. Then if v′′ is an internal

node of T ′′, wv′′ is at most (1/2α−1)wu′′.

Proof. Let u′ and v′ be the nodes in T ′ corresponding to nodes u′′ and v′′ in T ′′.

Obviously wu′ = wu′′, wv′ = wv′′ , and v′ is an internal node. Recall that during

the construction of T ′′ we determine the children of u′′ by incrementally growing

a set M of nodes of T ′. Initially M consists only of u′; the final set M , which

we denote it by Mf , contains the descendants of u′ corresponding to the children
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of u′′. By construction |Mf | = 2α since v′ is an internal node (because otherwise

Mf should contain only leaf nodes).

For the sake of contradiction, suppose that wv′ > (1/2α−1)wu′. It is easy to

see that, as we grow the set M , M must always contain either v′ or some ancestor

of v′ (lying on the path from u′ to v′). Thus, there is always a node in M that is

an internal node of T ′ and whose weight is ≥ wv′ > (1/2α−1)wu′. Recall that at

each step of the construction, we remove a node x from M that has the largest

weight among all nodes in M that are internal nodes of T ′ and then insert the

two children of x into M . It follows that any node x removed from M must have

weight more than (1/2α−1)wu′.

We claim that the average weight of a node in Mf exceeds (1/2α)wu′. To

prove this we divide the nodes in Mf into two categories. The first category

consists of nodes whose siblings (in T ′) are also present in Mf , and the second

category consists of nodes whose siblings are not present in Mf . We will show

the following: (i) for any node y1 in the first category, the sum of the weight of

node y1 and its sibling is more than (1/2α−1)wu′, and (ii) the weight of any node

y1 in the second category is more than (1/2α)wu′. Clearly, (i) and (ii) together

imply the desired claim.

Let y2 and y denote the sibling and parent in T ′, respectively, of node y1.

To prove (i), note that y must have been removed from M and so by our earlier

observation the weight of y must exceed (1/2α−1)wu′ . Since the sum of the weight

of y1 and y2 equals the weight of their parent y, this completes the proof of (i).

To prove (ii), observe that since y2 is not present in Mf , it must have been

removed from M , and so its weight must exceed (1/2α−1)wu′. Noting that y2

cannot be a leaf, and using property (b) of T ′, it follows that the weight of y1 is

at least 1/2 the weight of y2. Thus, the weight of y1 is more than (1/2α)wu′.

Since there are 2α nodes in Mf and their average weight exceeds (1/2α)wu′,

hence the total weight of the nodes in Mf exceeds wu′, which is a contradiction

(the weight of the nodes in Mf should be exactly wu′, since these nodes are

disjoint descendants of u′ covering the same region as u′).

ut
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We can now bound the query time as follows. Suppose that the query point q

lies in a leaf x of T ′′. Let P = x1, x2, . . . , xl be the path from the root to the leaf

x = xl in T ′′. It follows from Lemma 3.7 that the weight of an internal node at

level i is at most (1/2α−1)i−1. Thus wxl−1
≤ (1/2α−1)l−2. Since wx = wxl

≤ wxl−1
,

it follows that wx ≤ (1/2α−1)l−2, which yields

l − 1 ≤ 1

α − 1
log

1

wx

+ 1.

Recall that the number of comparisons needed at each of the l− 1 internal nodes

is bounded by α + O(
√

α). Thus, the number of comparisons needed to locate q

is at most

(α + O(
√

α))
(

1

α − 1
log

1

wx
+ 1

)

≤
(

1 + O

(

1√
α

))

log
1

wx
+ O(α).

This completes the proof of Lemma 3.6.

3.3.2 Triangles

First we build a BSP tree T for S as in Section 3.2. The construction is carried

out with the parameter t set to one. There is only one major difference from the

construction given earlier. We do not need to build weighted search trees for the

slabs; instead, any search tree will suffice (note this means that the parameter h is

irrelevant). In the second step, we assign a weight to each leaf of T as follows. If

a triangle z ∈ S generates f leaves, then we assign a weight of p̂z/(2f) to each of

these leaves. Recall that p̂z = max(pz, 1/m), where m is the number of triangles

in S. Finally we build the search structure T ′′ (using compression parameter α)

corresponding to T , as described in Lemma 3.6.

Note that T is a simple BSP tree since the region associated with each node

is a trapezoid. By Lemma 3.2, the number of nodes in T is O(n log n). Setting t

to one in Lemma 3.1 implies the following lemma.

Lemma 3.8 The number of leaves in the BSP tree T generated by triangle z ∈ S

is O(log(1/p̂z) +1).

We now analyze the time for answering queries using T ′′.
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Lemma 3.9 Let q be a query point contained in a triangle z ∈ S. Then using

T ′′ the number of comparisons needed to determine the leaf containing q is at

most
[

1 + O

(

1√
α

)]

·
[

log
1

p̂z
+ log

(

log
1

p̂z
+ 1

)]

+ O(α).

Proof. By Lemma 3.8, triangle z generates at most c(log(1/p̂z) + 1) leaves,

where c is a constant. Thus, the weight assigned to each of these leaves is at least

p̂z/(2c(log(1/p̂z) + 1)). The lemma now follows by applying Lemma 3.6. ut

Lemma 3.10 The expected query time using the tree T ′′ is at most

[

1 + O
(

1/
√

α
)]

(H + log(H + 1)) + O(α).

Proof. For a triangle z ∈ S, let Lz denote the set of leaves in T generated from

z. Using Lemma 3.9, it follows that the expected query time is at most

∑

z∈S

∑

x∈Lz

px

([

1 + O

(

1√
α

)] [

log
1

p̂z
+ log

(

log
1

p̂z
+ 1

)]

+ O(α)

)

≤
[

1 + O

(

1√
α

)]

∑

z∈S

[

pz log
1

pz
+ pz log

(

log
1

pz
+ 1

)]

+ O(α). (3.3)

We now bound the last term in the summation as follows.

∑

z

pz log

(

log
1

pz
+ 1

)

≤
∑

z

log

(

log
1

pz
+ 1

)pz

≤ log

(

∏

z

log
1

pz
+ 1

)pz

.

Using the fact that the geometric mean can be no more than the arithmetic mean,

we obtain

∑

z

pz log

(

log
1

pz
+ 1

)

≤ log

(

∑

z

pz

(

log
1

pz
+ 1

))

≤ log(H + 1).

The lemma now follows by substituting this in Eq. (3.3) and simplifying. ut

For the best bound, we set α =
⌈

H2/3
⌉

in Lemma 3.10. It follows that the

expected query time is at most H + O(H2/3) + O(1). Since the space used by T

is O(n logn), the space used by T ′′ is also O(n log n). This completes the proof

of Theorem 3.2(i).
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Worst-case performance

Setting α =
⌈

H2/3
⌉

+ c, where c is a positive integer, it is easy to see from

Lemma 3.9 that the worst-case query time is (1+O(1/
√

c)) log n. Simultaneously,

the bound on expected performance given by Theorem 3.2(i) also holds.

Cells of bounded complexity

We observe that the results given in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2(i) can be generalized to

polygons with bounded complexity. The search structures are built as follows. We

triangulate each polygon z ∈ S, and assign a probability of pz/c to the resulting

triangles, where c is the number of triangles in z. We then build the point location

structures as in Sections 3.2 and 3.3.2. The straightforward proofs are omitted.

Intuitively, the theorems hold because the entropy of the triangulation differs

from the entropy of S by at most an additive constant.

3.3.3 Iso-oriented cells of bounded complexity

Theorem 3.2(ii) is based on the fact that we can construct an O(n) size BSP

tree, when S consists of segments oriented along a constant number of directions

(e.g., axis-parallel rectangles). This important result was proved very recently

by Tóth [42]. We state below the main theorem slightly modified to suit our

purposes.

Theorem 3.3 (Tóth [42]) Let S be an n-vertex planar subdivision consisting

of line segments oriented along a constant number of directions. Then we can

construct a simple BSP tree that partitions each line segment in S into at most

O(1) fragments. Further, if the cells of the subdivision have bounded complexity,

then each cell is partitioned into at most O(1) fragments.

We construct the desired search structure in two steps. In the first step we

construct the BSP tree T described in Theorem 3.3. We assign a weight to

each leaf of T as follows. For a cell z ∈ S, define p̂z = max(pz, 1/m), where m

denotes the number of cells in S. If a cell z generates f leaves, then we assign a

weight of p̂z/(2f) to each of these leaves. In the second step, we build the search
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structure T ′′ (using compression parameter α) corresponding to T , as described

in Lemma 3.6. We answer point location queries by descending T ′′ to find the

leaf containing the query point. We now analyze the query time.

Lemma 3.11 Let q be a query point contained in a cell z ∈ S. Then using T ′′

the number of comparisons needed to determine the leaf containing q is at most

[1 + O(1/
√

α)] log(1/p̂z) + O(α).

Proof. By Theorem 3.3, cell z generates at most O(1) leaves, and so the weight

wx assigned to each of the leaves is at least Ω(p̂z). The lemma now follows by

applying Lemma 3.6. ut

Lemma 3.12 The expected query time using the tree T ′′ is at most

[

1 + O
(

1/
√

α
)]

H + O(α).

Proof. For a cell z ∈ S, let Lz denote the set of leaves in T generated from z.

Using Lemma 3.11, it follows that the expected query time is at most

∑

z∈S

∑

x∈Lz

px

([

1 + O

(

1√
α

)]

log
1

p̂z
+ O(α)

)

.

Noting that p̂z ≥ pz, the lemma follows after some simplification. ut

For the best bound, we set α =
⌈

H2/3
⌉

in Lemma 3.12. It follows that the

expected query time is at most H + O(H2/3) + O(1). The space used by T ′′ is

O(n). This completes the proof of Theorem 3.2(ii).

3.4 Convex Polygons with Uniform Interior

Distribution

The main result of this section is the following.

Lemma 3.13 Let S be an n-vertex planar subdivision consisting of convex poly-

gons; the query distribution within each polygon is assumed to be uniform. Then

we can triangulate each polygon such that the entropy of the resulting set of tri-

angles exceeds the entropy of S by at most an additive constant.
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It readily follows from the above lemma that the bounds on space and expected

query time given in Theorems 3.1 and 3.2(ii) also apply to any subdivision S

consisting of convex polygons, assuming that the query distribution is uniform

within each polygon. More generally, this lemma implies that any similar bounds

that hold for triangular subdivisions can be extended to convex subdivisions

assuming uniform interior distribution.

The proof of Lemma 3.13 relies on the following observation.

Lemma 3.14 Given a convex polygon P with n vertices, there exist three ver-

tices such that the area of the triangle defined by these vertices is at least 1/4 the

area of P .

Proof. Let v1 and v2 denote the pair of vertices of P that realize the diameter

of P , and let v3 denote the vertex that is farthest from the line v1v2. We claim

that the area of the triangle defined by v1, v2, and v3 is at least 1/4 the area of P .

Without loss of generality, let v3 lie above v1v2. Let v4 denote the vertex farthest

from v1v2 among vertices that are below it. Let R denote the rectangle defined

by the two lines parallel to v1v2, passing through v3 and v4, respectively, and by

the two lines perpendicular to v1v2, and passing through v1 and v2, respectively.

It is an easy geometric exercise to show that P is completely contained within R,

and the area of the triangle defined by v1, v2, and v3 is at least 1/4 the area of R.

This implies the lemma. ut

Proof. (of Lemma 3.13) We triangulate each convex polygon in S as follows. Let

z denote any convex polygon. By Lemma 3.14, we can find a triangle in z whose

area is at least 1/4 the area of z. We insert this triangle into the triangulation.

This partitions the remainder of z into at most three convex polygons, which we

triangulate recursively.

We bound the entropy of this triangulation. Let Tz denote the set of triangles

in the triangulation of z, constructed by the above procedure. We claim that

entropy(Tz) ≤ pz log
1

pz

+ 8pz, (3.4)

where entropy(Tz) is the quantity
∑

x∈Tz
px log(1/px). The proof of this claim is

by induction on the number of sides of z. For the induction basis case, z has
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Figure 3.2 Triangulating a convex cell.

three sides, and the claim is trivially true. Suppose that the claim holds for any

convex polygon with at most i sides, for some i ≥ 3. We will show the claim for

any convex polygon z with i + 1 sides.

Let y denote the first triangle added to the triangulation of z. Since the area

of y is at least 1/4 the area of z and the query distribution within z is uniform,

so py ≥ pz/4. Note that z − y consists of (at most) three convex polygons;

denote them by z1, z2, and z3 (see Figure 3.2). By the induction hypothesis,

entropy(Tzi
) ≤ pzi

log(1/pzi
) + 8pzi

, for 1 ≤ i ≤ 3. Thus entropy(Tz) can be

written as

py log
1

py

+
3
∑

i=1

entropy(Tzi
)

≤ py log
1

py
+

3
∑

i=1

(

pzi
log

1

pzi

+ 8pzi

)

=

(

py log
1

py
+

3
∑

i=1

pzi
log

1

pzi

)

+ 8
3
∑

i=1

pzi
. (3.5)

Obviously py +
∑3

i=1 pzi
= pz. Since py ≥ pz/4, it follows that

∑3
i=1 pzi

≤ 3pz/4.

Also, by elementary calculus, the maximum value of

(

py log
1

py

+
3
∑

i=1

pzi
log

1

pzi

)

subject to the constraint that py +
∑3

i=1 pzi
= pz occurs when py = pz1

= pz2
=

pz3
= pz/4, and is given by pz log(4/pz). Using these bounds in Eq. (3.5) we
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obtain

entropy(Tz) ≤ pz log
4

pz

+ 8
(

3

4
pz

)

= pz log
1

pz

+ 8pz,

which completes the proof by induction.

Summing both sides of Eq. (3.4) over all the polygons in S, it follows that the

entropy of triangulation exceeds the entropy of S by at most 8.

ut

Finally, we note that by combining this lemma with our point location meth-

ods, we can obtain nearly optimal expected query time for the nearest neighbor

problem [7] assuming that the query distribution is uniform. This is obvious

from the fact that the Voronoi diagram of sites in the plane consists of convex

polygons.

3.5 A Stronger Lower Bound

In this section we will prove a lower bound of H +
√

H − O(1) on the expected

number of comparisons for planar point location. This demonstrates that the

entropy lower bound cannot be reached exactly and that our upper bound of

Theorem 3.1 is optimal on the second order term as well (to within a constant

factor). For our lower bound argument, we assume that we have no information

on how the queries are distributed in the interior of the cells and that the data

structure is a trapezoidal search graph.

Seidel and Adamy [36] introduced the model of trapezoidal search graphs in

their lower bound on the worst-case query time of planar point location. A data

structure is considered to be a trapezoidal search graph if it is a DAG and it

satisfies certain conditions. We describe these conditions in terms of the BSP

tree that corresponds to the data structure. For any node v in the BSP tree, let

rv denote the region associated with it. If the node v is internal, a comparison is

performed either (a) with a line that is vertical and passes through some vertex

inside the region rv or (b) with a line passing through a segment of S that

completely crosses rv. Thus for each node v of the tree, rv is a vertically aligned

trapezoid, which justifies the name of the model.
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Almost all proposed data structures are equivalent to some trapezoidal search

graph. Some examples are the randomized incremental method, the brute force

method, and the recursive slab method. A negative example is the method by

Kirkpatrick, which compares the query point with lines that do not pass through

segments of S, so it is not covered by this model.

Seidel and Adamy [36] showed that for an example subdivision the worst-case

query time of any trapezoidal search graph is at least

log n + 2
√

log n − (1/2) log log n − O(1).

In our analysis, we use a similar example and extend their ideas to lower-bound

the expected query time. For an integer n ≥ 1, the subdivision Sn is defined as

depicted in Figure 3.3. Here n denotes the number of rows in Sn (Figure 3.4).

The number of segments is bounded by O(n). There are 2n horizontally aligned

trapezoidal cells in Sn. (In the example of [36], the diagonal segments were

missing, as the authors viewed the problem as vertical ray shooting.) We assume

that each trapezoidal cell has equal probability, that is the query point lies in

each cell with probability 1/(2n). We note then that H = log n + 1.

Figure 3.3 The subdivision Sn.

Before presenting our proof, we point out a distinction between worst-case

and expected-case analysis. For the worst case, it suffices to show that the depth

of some leaf in the tree is large. However, this does not say much about the

weighted external path length, which is the relevant quantity for expected query

time. To establish a good lower bound on this quantity, we need to show the
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Figure 3.4 Rows and columns in Sn.

existence of leaves deep in the tree that have a large total weight.

Our strategy will be to look at the BSP tree that corresponds to the trape-

zoidal search graph of a method and adjust the query distribution so that the

tree behaves badly. Roughly speaking, if the method makes many vertical splits,

then we evenly distribute the query distribution among the many fragments pro-

duced by the vertical splits. Thus the entropy of the leaves of the tree increases

and so does the expected query time. On the other hand, if the method makes

few vertical comparisons then we concentrate the query distribution close to the

diagonal of Sn, which puts a high cost on any recursions performed, in parallel

to the worst-case argument. We now state the theorem.

Theorem 3.4 Consider any planar point location method under the trapezoidal

graph model that is built for subdivision S = Sn, where the probability of the

query point lying in each cell in the subdivision is 1/(2n). Then there is a query

distribution such that the expected query time is at least log n +
√

log n + 1 − 1.

Proof. The proof is by induction on n. Let T (n) be the expected query time.

(The query distribution will become clear in the proof.) For n = 1, T (1) ≥ 0,

and the induction basis holds.

Let T be the BSP tree constructed (perhaps implicitly) by the method. Let

T ′ be the subtree of T consisting of all nodes v that can be reached from the root
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of T using only vertical comparisons. The leaves of T ′ partition the bounding

box of Sn into a number of vertical slabs. Let X denote the set of these slabs.

Note that the number of slabs in X, which is also the number of leaves in T ′, is

at least 2 since n > 1. We define t = log |X|.

We distinguish two cases based on the value of t.

Case 1: (t ≥ 2
√

log n + 1 − 1)

We observe that at least one of the two trapezoidal cells in each row of Sn

is fragmented by T ′ into at least (2t/2) pieces. We denote this trapezoid by mr

and the other trapezoid by lr, where 1 ≤ r ≤ n is the row of the two trapezoids.

We define the set L = {lr} and the set M ′ which contains the fragments of mr

created by BSP T ′, for all 1 ≤ r ≤ n. Clearly,

T (n) ≥ HM ′ + HL, (3.6)

where HM ′ and HL denote the entropy defined by the probabilities of visiting the

trapezoids in M ′ and L, respectively. (This follows from the fact that the entropy

of the leaves of T cannot be less than the entropy of M ′ ∪ L.)

We now give a lower bound on HL and HM ′. By definition,

HL =
n
∑

r=1

(1/(2n)) log(2n) = (1/2)(log n + 1). (3.7)

For H ′
M , since the query distribution within the cells of Sn is in our control, we

can ensure that each of the fragments of mr generated by T ′ has equal probability

of being visited. Then,

HM ′ ≥
n
∑

r=1

(1/(2n)) log(2n · 2t−1)

= (1/2)(log n + t). (3.8)

Using Eqs. (3.7) and (3.8) in Eq. (3.6), we get

T (n) ≥ (1/2)(logn + t) + (1/2)(log n + 1) > log n + t/2.

Substituting for t, we obtain

T (n) ≥ log n +
√

log n + 1 − 1/2 ≥ log n +
√

log n + 1 − 1,
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as desired.

Case 2: (t < 2
√

log n + 1 − 1)

Let ns denote the number of columns in a slab s ∈ X (Figure 3.4). Note that
∑

s∈X ns = n. Let ps denote the probability of the query point lying in s. Let HT ′

denote the entropy of the leaves in T ′. By linearity of expectation, the expected

query time using T satisfies

T (n) ≥ HT ′ +
∑

s∈X

ps · ST (s),

where ST (s) is the expected query time of locating the query point given that it

lies in s. Note that HT ′ =
∑

s∈X ps log(1/ps) and thus

T (n) ≥
∑

s∈X

ps(log(1/ps) + ST (s)). (3.9)

Recall that each trapezoid v in Sn has equal probability 1/(2n) of being visited.

Let sv be the slab in X in which the diagonal segment of v lies. We select the

query distribution with the property that if the query point lies in v then it also

lies in v ∩ sv. We can easily check that for any slab s ∈ X, ps equals ns/n.

slab �

columns�
�

Figure 3.5 Slab s contains subdivision S5 (colored in grey).

For a slab s ∈ X with 1 < ns < n, we claim that ST (s) ≥ 1 + T (ns). By

definition of T ′, the next comparison after reaching slab s must be a comparison
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with a horizontal segment crossing s. Let s′ be the region that the method has

confined the query point after this comparison. We recall that the defined query

distribution forces the query point to lie in a region Sk ⊆ s, where k = ns.

Thus it holds that Sk ⊆ s′ and the expected number of comparisons remaining

cannot be less than the expected number of comparisons required for searching

in a subdivision Sk. This proves our claim. By induction, we get that ST (s) ≥
1 + log ns +

√
log ns + 1 − 1. Also, for ns = 1, it holds that ST (s) ≥ 1 ≥

1 + log 1 +
√

log 1 + 1 − 1. Thus, in Eq. (3.9), we can bound T (n) as follows:

T (n) ≥
∑

s∈X

ps

(

log(1/ps) + 1 + log ns +
√

log ns + 1 − 1
)

.

Since ps = ns/n, we have

T (n) ≥ log n +
∑

s∈X

ps

(

√

log ns + 1
)

≥ log n + (1/n)
∑

s∈X

ns

√

log ns + 1. (3.10)

We note that the function f(x) = x
√

log x + 1 is convex in the interval [1, +∞),

since its second derivative f ′′(x) = 1

(2 ln 2)x
√

log x+1

(

1 − 1
(2 ln 2)(log x+1)

)

is positive.

Thus, by Jensen’s inequality,

∑

s∈X

ns

√

log ns + 1 ≥ |X|
(

1

|X|
∑

s∈X

ns

)

√

√

√

√log

(

1

|X|
∑

s∈X

ns

)

+ 1.

Given that
∑

s∈X ns = n and |X| = 2t, this simplifies to

∑

s∈X

ns

√

log ns + 1 ≥ n
√

log n − t + 1.

Using this fact in Eq. (3.10), we get

T (n) ≥ log n +
√

log n − t + 1.

To show the induction for this case as well, it suffices to prove the inequality
√

log n − t + 1 ≥
√

log n + 1 − 1. Indeed, since t < 2
√

log n + 1 − 1 and n > 1,

we have

√

log n − t + 1 >

√

log n −
(

2
√

log n + 1 − 1
)

+ 1

=
√

log n + 1 − 1,
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which completes the proof. ut

3.6 Open Problems

Cells of arbitrary complexity

It would be nice to remove the assumption that cells have bounded complexity and

extend our results for planar point location to any planar polygonal subdivision.

However, the problem in this general case becomes quite different. We illustrate

this by an example.

Figure 3.6 A subdivision with two cells of Ω(n) complexity.

Consider the planar subdivision of Figure 3.6. The entropy of the subdivision

is clearly bounded by a constant since there are only two possible cells in which

the query point can lie. Assuming that the query distribution is nonzero only close

to the uppermost segment and to the lowermost segment, it is easy to construct

a search structure with expected query time bounded by a constant. However, if

we assume that the query distribution in the interior of the box enclosing the two

cells is uniform, then it is not hard to see that any search structure must have

expected query time at least Ω(log n).

From this example, we draw two conclusions for expected-case point loca-

tion in general subdivisions: (a) the entropy H is not necessarily a good lower

bound, and (b) providing efficient expected-case query time requires informa-

tion about the query distribution in the interiors of the cells (that is, knowing
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only the probability pz associated with each cell is not enough). Thus, an open

problem is to develop data structures that achieve asymptotically the best pos-

sible expected-case query time, assuming that we have complete knowledge of

the query distribution. We remark here that the non-convexity of the cells in

the example is not really causing the difficulty of the problem, as there are also

simple examples of convex subdivisions for which the same conclusions hold.

Second order term in expected query time

Between our upper bound of Theorem 3.1 and the lower bound of Theorem 3.4,

there is a difference in the second order term of the expected query time by a 2
√

2

factor. We would like to reduce this factor by providing stronger upper and lower

bounds. Another interesting problem is to investigate the expected query time

when the algorithm has information about the query distribution in the interior

of each triangle. Note that in this case our lower bound argument does not hold.

Can the H+Ω(
√

H) expected query time still be justified or can the upper bound

be improved to H + O(1)?
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CHAPTER 4

SPACE REDUCTION BY

ENTROPY-PRESERVING CUTTINGS

In this chapter we present a data structure that uses O(n log∗ n) space and whose

expected-case query time is H + O(H2/3 + 1). Our methods are loosely based on

an idea of Goodrich, Orletsky and Ramaiyer [15] who showed how to use (1/r)-

cuttings to reduce the space requirements, in the context of worst-case planar

point location. Given a subdivision S with n edges, and a parameter r ≥ 1,

a (1/r)-cutting is a partition of the plane into O(r) trapezoids such that the

interior of each trapezoid is intersected by at most n/r edges of S. If numeric

weights are assigned to the edges, then this can be generalized to a weighted (1/r)-

cutting, where now the total weight of edges intersecting any trapezoid is at most

W/r, where W is the total weight of all the edges. However, the use of cuttings

may refine the subdivision in a way that significantly increases its entropy, and

this increases the expected query time. An important contribution we make is

the notion of an entropy-preserving cutting, which additionally ensures that the

entropy of the subdivision is increased by at most an additive constant.

To simplify the presentation, we will assume in this chapter that the given

subdivision S is the trapezoidal decomposition of a set X of segments. We will

also assume that we have complete information on the query distribution within

each trapezoid. In particular, we assume that we can compute the probability

that the query point lies within the intersection of a vertical slab of S with a

trapezoid. We note that the results of the previous chapter required only knowing

the probability of the query point lying in each cell of S.

4.1 Entropy-Preserving Cuttings

The main result of this section is to show the existence of entropy-preserving

cuttings. This is given in the following lemma.
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Lemma 4.1 Let S be a trapezoidal decomposition of a set X of segments, with

the query distribution specified. Let n denote the total number of segments in X.

For any r ≥ 1, we can partition the plane into O(r) trapezoids satisfying the fol-

lowing properties. Let C denote the subdivision consisting of the O(r) trapezoids,

S ′ denote the subdivision formed by superimposing C on the given subdivision S,

and τ denote any trapezoid in C.

(i) Either τ is a subset of some trapezoid in S, or the probability of the query

point lying in τ is at most 1/r.

(ii) The number of segments intersecting the interior of τ is at most n/r.

(iii) The entropy increase is bounded by a constant, i.e., HS′ ≤ HS + O(1).

Proof. Recall that a trapezoid z ∈ S is defined by at most four segments of X;

the segments that support its top and bottom boundaries, the segment whose

end point defines its right boundary, and the segment whose end point defines

its left boundary. We first assign weights to the segments of X as follows. Each

trapezoid z ∈ S contributes a weight of pz/4 to each of its defining segments.

For each segment x ∈ X, let w′
x be the sum of the weight contribution from all

the trapezoids incident to it. Finally, we set its weight wx = (w′
x + 1/n)/2, and

compute a standard weighted (1/r′)-cutting for X. (Here r′ is a function of r

to be specified later in the proof.) We will assume that each trapezoid in this

cutting is bounded from above and below by a segment in X. For this purpose

we can use the cuttings in [10]. Let C′ denote this cutting. We define the weight

of any trapezoid in C′ to be the total weight of all the segments intersecting its

interior. By standard results on cuttings, C′ has O(r′) trapezoids and the weight

of each trapezoid is at most O(1/r′).

We modify the cutting C′ by applying the following procedure on each trape-

zoid z ∈ S. If z contains a contiguous sequence of trapezoids of C′, all of which

are contained within z, then we replace each such maximal subsequence by one

trapezoid. It is easy to see that after this modification, we still have a weighted

(1/r′)-cutting. (This is because the number of trapezoids in C′ can only decrease

and the weight of the merged trapezoids is zero.) Let C denote this new cutting.

We claim that C satisfies the three properties given in the statement of the lemma.
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Figure 4.1 Cutting C′ modified to cutting C. Trapezoid z is shaded grey.

Segments of the cutting are shown with solid lines (some of them are shown in

bold for clarity).

Let τ denote any trapezoid in C. Note that the weight of a segment x is at

least a constant times the probability of the trapezoids of S that are incident to

it. From this and the definition of a weighted cutting, it is easy to see that if

there are one or more segments that intersect the interior of τ , then the total

probability of the trapezoids of S that have a non-empty intersection with τ is

O(1/r′); this implies that the probability of the query point lying in τ is O(1/r′).

Otherwise τ must be completely contained within a trapezoid in S.

Also, since the weight of each segment is at least 1/(2n) and the weight of τ is

O(1/r′), it follows that there can be at most O(n/r′) segments of S intersecting

the interior of τ . Choosing r′ to be a suitable large constant times r proves (i)

and (ii).

Let S ′ denote the subdivision formed by superimposing C on S. Note that

the cells of S ′ are trapezoids; we use the term fragments to refer to these cells.

By definition of entropy and elementary calculus, it can be easily seen that the

entropy of S ′ exceeds the entropy of S by at most
∑

z∈S pz log fz where fz is the

number of fragments in z. This quantity is no more than
∑

z∈S pzfz. In the

remainder of the proof, we will show that
∑

z∈S pzfz is bounded by a constant,

which will prove (iii).

We distinguish between two kinds of fragments in z. Suppose that a fragment

is the intersection of z with a trapezoid τ ∈ C; if τ is contained within z, we call

it a type-1 fragment, otherwise it is a type-2 fragment. Let f 1
z and f 2

z denote the
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number of fragments in z of type 1 and type 2, respectively. In view of how C′ is

modified to obtain C, it is clear that there must be a fragment of type 2 between

any two fragments of type 1, and so f 1
z ≤ f 2

z + 1. Thus

∑

z∈S

pzfz =
∑

z∈S

pz(f
1
z + f 2

z )

≤
∑

z∈S

pz(2f
2
z + 1). (4.1)

To analyze this sum let C1 denote the set of trapezoids in C that are not

completely contained within a cell of S. Observe that
∑

z∈S pzf
2
z is the same

as
∑

τ∈C1

∑

z∈S pzδ(z, τ), where δ(z, τ) is 1 if z overlaps the interior of τ and

is 0 otherwise. By our earlier reasoning, for any cell τ ∈ C1,
∑

z∈S pzδ(z, τ)

(the total probability of the trapezoids of S intersecting τ) is 1/r. Since the

number of trapezoids in C, and hence in C1, is O(r), it follows that
∑

z∈S pzf
2
z is

O(1). Substituting in Eq. (4.1), we have
∑

z∈S pzfz = O(1), which is the desired

claim. ut

4.2 Search Structure

In this section we present an overview of a generic point location data structure.

Specifics will be provided later. Given a subdivision S, we build a multi-way

partition tree T . The point location queries are answered by a simple descent

in this partition tree. Since the degree of a node in the tree can be quite large,

we need to maintain an auxiliary point location search structure at each internal

node, which is used to determine efficiently the child that contains the query point.

For this purpose we will employ two different search structures in this paper. One

structure uses O(n log n) space and achieves H + O(H2/3 + 1) expected time [4]

and the other uses O(n) space and achieves O(H) expected time [6] (in the thesis,

they are presented in Chapters 3 and 5, respectively).

Each node u of T is associated with a trapezoid τu and a subdivision Su

restricted to this trapezoid. The root of T is associated with the entire plane and

the given subdivision S. If the subdivision for u consists of a single cell, then u

is a leaf. Otherwise u is an internal node. Let I denote the set of internal nodes.
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There are two different types of internal nodes, denoted I ′ and I ′′. For a node

u ∈ I ′, if the subdivision Su consists of m cells, we create m children each of

which is a leaf representing one of these cells. For a node u ∈ I ′′, we construct

an entropy-preserving (1/r)-cutting as described in Lemma 4.1 (the choice of r

will be specified later). The node u has O(r) children representing each of the

trapezoids in the cutting. The associated subdivision for the children of u is the

subdivision Su restricted to the corresponding trapezoid. Note that these children

are leaves if the corresponding subdivision has just one cell, otherwise they are

internal nodes.

The following lemma proved in Knuth [21] will be useful in our analysis of the

expected query time. Its proof uses induction from the bottom to the top of the

tree.

Consider any multi-way tree T in which probabilities have been assigned to

the leaves. For a node u ∈ T define pu to be the probability of visiting node u

during the search (i.e., pu is the total probability of the leaves descended from u).

Define Hu, the entropy of an internal node u, to be the entropy of the probability

distribution induced by the children of u. For example, if u has three children

and the probabilities of visiting these children from node u are p1, p2, and p3,

respectively (note that p1 + p2 + p3 = 1), then Hu = p1 log(1/p1) + p2 log(1/p2) +

p3 log(1/p3).

Lemma 4.2 (Knuth) The sum of puHu over all internal nodes u of a tree equals

the entropy of the probability distribution on the leaves.

4.3 Analysis of Expected-Case Query Time

Let S be the given subdivision and let T be any multi-way tree for S constructed

as described in Section 4.2. Let I denote the set of internal nodes of T . Let HL

denote the entropy of the leaves of T . Let PI denote the total probability of all

the internal nodes of T , i.e., PI =
∑

u∈I pu.

The following lemma shows that the increase in the entropy of the leaves of

T over the entropy of S is no more than a constant times the total probability of

all its internal nodes. This bound holds irrespective of the sizes of the cuttings

used for the nodes of T .
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Lemma 4.3 Let I ′′ ⊆ I be the internal nodes of T for which an entropy-

preserving cutting is constructed. Then

HL ≤ HS + O





∑

u∈I′′
pu



 ≤ HS + O(PI).

Proof. The second inequality in the lemma is trivial. We prove the first inequality

by induction on the size of the subtree. For any node u, let Lu denote the leaves

in the subtree rooted at u, and I ′′
u denote its internal nodes (a subset of I ′′). For

the basis case, consider a tree with one leaf v. Then HSv
= HLv

= 0 and the

claim holds trivially.

For the induction hypothesis, assume that the claim holds for all subtrees of

size less than k. Let T be a subtree with k nodes. Let v denote the root of T

with children vi, 1 ≤ i ≤ d. Let pi denote the probability of visiting the ith child

from node v. We consider two cases. If v does not have an associated cutting,

then its children are leaves and represent the cells in Sv. Thus HLv
= HSv

and

since I ′′
v is empty we are done. Now suppose that v has an associated cutting.

By the induction hypothesis, for 1 ≤ i ≤ d,

HLvi
≤ HSvi

+ O







∑

u∈I′′vi

p′u





 , (4.2)

where p′u denotes the probability of visiting u from node vi. Applying Lemma 4.2,

it is easy to see that

HLv
=

d
∑

i=1

(

pi log
1

pi

+ piHLvi

)

(4.3)

and

HS′

v
=

d
∑

i=1

(

pi log
1

pi
+ piHSvi

)

, (4.4)

where S ′
v denotes the subdivision formed by superimposing the cutting for v on

Sv. (Recall that the root u has d children and that pu = 1.) Using Eqs. (4.2),

(4.3), and (4.4), we obtain

HLv
≤

d
∑

i=1





pi log
1

pi
+ pi





HSvi
+ O







∑

u∈I′′vi

p′u

















 = HS′

v
+ O





∑

u∈I′′v \v
pu



 ,
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where pu denotes the probability of visiting u from node v.

Lemma 4.1 implies that HS′

v
≤ HSv

+ O(1). Thus

HLv
≤ HSv

+ O(1) + O





∑

u∈I′′v \v
pu



 = HSv
+ O





∑

u∈I′′v

pu



 ,

since pv = 1 (because it is the root of the subtree under consideration). This

completes the proof by induction. ut

In the next lemma we establish a general bound on the expected query time

using tree T . Note this bound holds irrespective of the sizes of the cuttings used

for the nodes of T .

Lemma 4.4 Let I1 and I2 denote the set of internal nodes of T that are as-

sociated with point location search structures (to determine which child to visit)

that guarantee expected query times of Hu +O(H2/3
u +1) and O(Hu), respectively.

Here Hu denotes the entropy of the corresponding node u. Then the expected

query time using T is at most

HS + O
(

PI

(

H
2/3
S + 1

))

+ O





∑

u∈I2

puHu



 .

Proof. By linearity of expectation, the expected query time is at most

∑

u∈I1

pu

[

Hu + O
(

H2/3
u + 1

)]

+
∑

u∈I2

pu[O(Hu)]

=
∑

u∈I1

puHu + O





∑

u∈I1

pu

[

H2/3
u + 1

]





+ O





∑

u∈I2

puHu



 .

We can simplify the first term as
∑

u∈I1 puHu ≤ ∑

u∈I puHu = HL by using

Lemma 4.2. By Lemma 4.3, this is at most HS + O(PI).

The second term can be written as

∑

u∈I1

pu

[

H2/3
u + 1

]

≤
∑

u∈I

pu

[

H2/3
u + 1

]
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= PI

(

∑

u∈I

pu

PI

[

H2/3
u + 1

]

)

≤ PI





[

∑

u∈I

pu

PI
Hu

]2/3

+ 1



 .

Using Lemmas 4.2 and 4.3, this is at most P
1/3
I (HS + O(PI))

2/3 + PI , or at

most P
1/3
I H

2/3
S + O(PI). Putting it all together, we get that the expected query

time is at most HS + O(PI(H
2/3
S + 1)) + O (

∑

u∈I2 puHu). ut

The following lemma shows that if the entropy is not very small, then we can

provide expected query time of HS + o(HS) using linear space. For a node u in

T , let du denote its degree (i.e., number of its children).

Lemma 4.5 If HS ≥ log log n, then we can construct a search structure that

answers point location queries in expected time HS + O(H
2/3
S + 1) using O(n)

space.

Proof. We build a 4-level search tree T as follows. We construct an entropy-

preserving cutting for the root (level 1) using r = n/ log n, and for the internal

nodes at level 2 using r = log n/ log log n. For any internal node u at level 3, we

do not compute a cutting, instead it has a child corresponding to each cell in Su.

For any internal node u at level 1 (root) and level 2, we use the O(du log du) space

auxiliary search structure that provides expected query time of Hu +O(H2/3
u +1).

For any internal node u at level 3, we use the O(du) space search structure that

provides expected query time O(Hu).

Applying Lemma 4.4 it follows that the expected query time is

HS + O(PI(H
2/3
S + 1)) + O





∑

u∈I2

puHu



 .

The sum of the probabilities of the nodes at any one level is at most one. Thus,

PI is at most 3, and
∑

u∈I2 pu ≤ 1. Thus the expected query time is at most

HS + O(H
2/3
S + 1) + O(maxu∈I2 Hu). By Lemma 4.1, it follows that the number

of segments intersecting the interior of a trapezoid associated with an internal
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node u at level 3 is at most log log n, and so Hu can be at most O(log log log n) =

O(log(HS)). Thus the expected query time is bounded by HS + O(H
2/3
S + 1).

It is easy to check that the total space used by auxiliary search structures at

each of the levels 1, 2, and 3, is O(n). Thus the total space used is also O(n). ut

Let log(i) n denote the function obtained by iterating the log function i times,

i.e., log(0) n = n and log(i) n = log(log(i−1) n) for i > 0. The proof of the above

lemma can be easily generalized under the condition that HS ≥ log(c) n, where c

is any constant, and the same bounds continue to hold. However if the entropy

is extremely low, it is not clear how to achieve linear space. But as the following

lemma shows we can still achieve a significant space reduction.

Lemma 4.6 We can construct a search structure that answers point location

queries in expected time HS + O(H
2/3
S + 1) using O(n2O(log∗ n)) space.

Proof. By Lemma 4.5, the theorem is obviously true if HS ≥ log log n. So let

us assume that HS < log log n. We build a search tree T for the subdivision S

as follows. We construct entropy-preserving (1/r)-cuttings for all internal nodes

of T , where the parameter r depends on the level i as (given by the equation)

r = log(i−1) n/ log(i) n. The point location structure used for each internal node

u uses O(du log du) space and ensures expected query time of Hu + O(H2/3
u + 1).

By Lemma 4.1, the complexity of the subdivision associated with the internal

nodes at level i is at most log(i−1) n, which implies that the depth of T is at

most log∗ n. It is easy to check that the space used by the point-location search

structure at the root is O(n) and this increases by a constant factor with each suc-

cessive level. Since the depth of T is log∗ n, the total space used is O(n2O(log∗ n)).

By Lemma 4.4, the expected query time is HS + O(PI(H
2/3
S + 1)). In the

remainder we will show that PI is bounded by a constant, which implies the

desired bound on the expected query time and completes the proof.

To show the bound on PI , we will establish that the total probability of the

internal nodes at any level i, 2 ≤ i ≤ log∗ n, is no more than 1/2i. Summing

over all the levels, it will follow that PI is bounded by a constant. For the

sake of contradiction suppose that for some i ≥ 2, the total probability of the
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internal nodes at level i is greater than 1/2i. By Lemma 4.1, the probability of

any of these internal nodes is at most log(i−1) n/n. Consider the set of leaves

generated by these internal nodes. Clearly any of these leaves has probability at

most log(i−1) n/n. Thus the contribution to the entropy of these leaves is at least

(1/2i) log(n/ log(i−1) n). Recall that i ≤ log∗ n. Thus

HL ≥ 1

2log∗ n

(

log n − log(i) n
)

≥ log n − log log n

2log log log n
=

log n

log log n
− 1. (4.5)

However, since the depth of T is at most log∗ n, PI is at most log∗ n, and so

by Lemma 4.3, HL is at most log log n + O(log∗ n). This contradicts Eq. (4.5)

(for large enough n). Hence, the total probability of the internal nodes at level

i, i ≥ 2, is at most 1/2i. ut

Theorem 4.1 We can construct a search structure that answers point location

queries in expected time HS + O(H
2/3
S + 1) using O(n log∗ n) space.

Proof. Recall that Lemma 4.6 gives us a search structure that provides expected

query time of H + O(H2/3 + 1) using O(n2c log∗ n) space, where c is a suitable

constant. We build a 3-level search tree T for the subdivision S as follows. For

the root we construct an entropy-preserving (1/r)-cutting using r = n/2c log∗ n,

and use the search structure provided by Lemma 4.6 to do point location. The

size of the subdivision corresponding to the nodes at level 2 is at most 2c log∗ n. For

any internal node u at level 2, we do not compute a cutting, instead each cell in Su

becomes a child of internal node u. For these nodes we use the O(du log du) space

auxiliary search structure that provides expected query time of Hu +O(H2/3
u +1).

It is easy to see that the space used by the search structure at the root is O(n)

and all the search structures at level 2 together use space O(n log∗ n). Also, by

Lemma 4.4, it is clear that the expected query time is bounded by HS +O(H
2/3
S +

1). ut

4.4 Open Problems

A natural question that arises from our work in this chapter is whether H +o(H)

expected query time can be achieved in less than O(n log∗ n) space. Indeed,
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observe that starting with a method that achieves H + o(H) expected query

time and O(n logn) space, we have used entropy-preserving cuttings to obtain

a method that achieves H + o(H) expected query time and O(n log∗ n) space

(Theorem 4.1). Using the same approach again, but starting with the method of

Theorem 4.1, we can reduce the space further to O(n log∗∗ n), while still retaining

H +o(H) expected query time. (Here, log∗∗ denotes the number of times we need

to apply the log∗ function in succession, starting with argument n to obtain a

value less than one.) The technique can, in fact, be repeatedly applied leading to

still better space bounds.

In light of this fact, it would be interesting to show that there is a method

that uses O(nα(n)) space, where α(n) is the inverse Ackermann function, as is

the case with several other geometric problems. Of course, one might also be able

to ultimately prove that H + o(H) time is possible in linear space, thus matching

the analogous result in one dimension.
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CHAPTER 5

WEIGHTED RANDOMIZED

INCREMENTAL METHOD

The solutions we considered so far for expected-case planar point location seem to

be complicated. In contrast, for the 1-dimensional problem, Mehlhorn’s nearly op-

timal binary search trees [24] or Seidel and Aragon’s randomized search trees [37],

for example, are quite simple. It is natural to ask if there are simple solutions in

two-dimensions as well. In this chapter, we show that a very small modification

of the well-known and simple randomized incremental algorithm can be applied

to produce a data structure of expected linear size that can answer point loca-

tion queries in O(H) average time. We also present empirical evidence for the

practical efficiency of this approach.

Our main result is given below. To minimize confusion we use the term

expected when referring to variations that are caused by the the random choices

made by the algorithm and average when referring to variations due to the random

distribution of query points.

Theorem 5.1 Consider an n-segment polygonal subdivision S in which each

cell z has constant combinatorial complexity and is associated with a probability

pz that the query point falls within this cell. There is a randomized algorithm

with expected running time O(n log n) that produces a data structure of expected

space O(n) such that for any fixed query point q, the expected time needed to

locate q is at most 5 ln(1/pz) + O(1), where z is the cell containing q. (In all

cases, the expectation is over the random choices made by the algorithm.) Thus

the average query time (over the query distribution) is at most (5 ln 2)H +O(1) =

3.47H + O(1).

As in the standard randomized incremental algorithm, our analysis of the

space and query times are based on a standard backwards analysis. Such analyses
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are based on the notion that, since objects are inserted randomly, at any given

stage every object is equally likely to have been the last to be inserted. In our case

this assumption does not hold. As a result, the analysis of both the space and

expected query time is significantly more complicated than in standard backwards

analyses. We overcome this problem by a trick of associating some number of

pebbles with each of the edges of the subdivision. The number is a function of

the query probabilities for the incident subdivision cells. The pebbles are drawn

in random order, and a segment is inserted when its first pebble is drawn.

As in Chapter 3, we assume that S consists of interior disjoint triangles and

the probability of the query point lying in the unbounded face is zero. We also

assume for simplicity that no edge of S is vertical.

5.1 Algorithm

The worst-case randomized incremental algorithm has been briefly described in

Section 2.2.4. The reader is referred to the text by de Berg et al. [7] for more

detailed information. Recall that the algorithm inserts the segments of S one by

one in random order and updates the subdivision after each insertion (Figure 5.1).

Before presenting our algorithm, we begin by showing why the “obvious”

approach to the problem does not work. Recall that the randomized incremental

approach adds edges of the subdivision one by one in random order. Intuitively,

we want the edges bounding triangles with high probability to be added early

in the process, since then any query that falls within this triangle will have its

location resolved near the root of the history graph. This suggests a simple

weighting scheme in which each edge of the subdivision is assigned a weight that

is derived from the probability that the query point lies in either of its incident

triangles, say the sum of these two probabilities. Then we apply the incremental

algorithm, but insert the edges in decreasing order of weight (rather than using

a random permutation).

The problem is that an adversary can adjust the probabilities to cause the

algorithm to insert the edges in an order so that the space of the resulting struc-

ture would be Θ(n2). Consider the example shown in Figure 5.2. Below there are

Θ(n) triangles, each having a probability of 1/n. Above there are Θ(n) triangles
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Figure 5.1 Incremental algorithm for trapezoidal map and the associated search
structure.

with probabilities of the form 1/(2in) with i increasing from the top to the bot-

tom. The insertion order provided by the simple weighting scheme results in the

insertion of edges bounding the Θ(n) lower triangles, thus creating Θ(n) vertical

slabs. After this, the edges bounding the upper triangles will be inserted in order

from top to bottom. Since each intersects all Θ(n) vertical slabs, each insertion

results in Θ(n) updates to the trapezoidal map, which leads to Θ(n2) total space.

Note that the problem is not due merely to the absence of randomization, since

even a randomized algorithm which samples according to the given weights will

result in a substantially similar situation. The source of the problem comes from

the huge variation that is possible in the weights.

Weight assignment

The standard randomized incremental algorithm can be thought of as a method

in which all segments have equal weight of 1/n. Our solution is to modify the

simple weighting scheme so that the ratio of any two segment weights is O(n).

Remarkably, this simple fix is all that is needed to eliminate the above space

problem, and yet it provides a true enough representation of the probability
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Figure 5.2 A bad instance for simple weighting.

distribution to achieve the desired entropy bounds on average search times.

In detail our algorithm works as follows. Let m denote the number of triangles

in S. Let X denote the set of edges of these triangles. Let n = O(m) denote the

number of segments in X.

Let pz denote the probability of the query point lying in a cell z ∈ S. Assign

a probability of pz/3 to each of the three segments bounding the triangle z. For

a segment x, let px denote the sum of the two probabilities it derives from its

incident triangles. Assign a weight wx = dKpxne to each segment x, where K is

any constant. We will see later that the choice of K affects only the multiplicative

constant in the space bound and the additive constant in the query time. After

this weight assignment we run the standard randomized incremental algorithm

in which we sample the segments based on their weights.

5.2 Analysis

We now analyze the space and average query time of the search structure. To

simplify the presentation we assume that no two distinct endpoints of segments

have the same x-coordinate; however two or more segments are allowed to share

an endpoint. Observe that the weight wx of any segment x is an integer between

1 and Kn + 1, and the total weight W of all the segments is at most (K + 1)n

(because
∑

x wx ≤ ∑

x(Kpxn + 1) ≤ (K + 1)n).

For the purpose of analysis, it is useful to consider the following randomized
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incremental algorithm, which can be easily verified is equivalent to the actual

algorithm described in the last section. With each segment x we associate wx

pebbles. Note that by definition wx is an integer. We use P to denote the set of

pebbles associated with all the segments. At each step of the algorithm we pick

any of the remaining pebbles with equal probability. If the pebble represents a

segment that has not yet been inserted, then the segment is inserted as usual

into the trapezoidal map and search structure. Otherwise the pebble is simply

ignored (i.e., it has no affect on the trapezoidal map or search structure).

5.2.1 Space analysis

We first analyze the expected space used by the search structure. To compute this

quantity we will bound the expected structural change in the trapezoidal map

when the ith pebble is inserted, and sum this over the W steps of the algorithm.

This will also give a bound on the space used by the search structure. Let ki

denote the number of new trapezoids created when the ith pebble is inserted.

We bound the expected value of this quantity using backwards analysis.

Consider a fixed set of i pebbles P i ⊆ P . Let T (P i) denote the trapezoidal

map for the set of segments associated with the pebbles in P i. For a trapezoid

4 ∈ T (P i), let δ(4, p) = 1 if pebble p would have caused 4 to be created, had

p been inserted last, and 0 otherwise. The expected value of ki, subject to the

condition that P i is the set of first i pebbles, is given by

E[ki|P i] =
1

i

∑

p∈P i

∑

4∈T (P i)

δ(4, p).

Reversing the order of summation,

E[ki|P i] =
1

i

∑

4∈T (P i)

∑

p∈P i

δ(4, p).

Note that each trapezoid 4 ∈ T (P i) is defined by at most two segments that

bound its top and bottom walls, and two endpoints whose vertical extensions

form its left and right walls. Clearly the trapezoid 4 is created in the last step

if and only if one of the following four conditions hold: (i) there is exactly one

pebble in P i such that the associated segment defines the top wall of 4 and this
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pebble is inserted last; (ii) same as (i) for the bottom wall; (iii) there is exactly

one pebble in P i such that an endpoint of the associated segment defines the left

wall of 4 and this pebble is inserted last; and (iv) same as (iii) for the right wall.

Thus there are at most four pebbles in P i with the property that if they were

inserted last they would have created 4, i.e.,
∑

p∈P i δ(4, p) ≤ 4 and we get

E[ki|P i] ≤ 1

i

∑

4∈T (P i)

4 =
1

i
4O(i) = O(1).

Here we have used the fact that the number of segments in T (P i) is at most i and

so by standard results T (P i) contains at most O(i) trapezoids. Since the expected

value of ki does not depend on the choice of P i we can conclude that it holds

unconditionally. Summing E[ki] over the W steps of the algorithm it follows

that the expected total number of new trapezoids created is O(W ). Recalling

that W ≤ (K + 1)n, this gives a bound of O(n) on the expected number of new

trapezoids, and hence on the space used by the search structure.

5.2.2 Average query time

We now analyze the expected value of the average query time provided by the

search structure. (Recall that the average query time refers to the average over

the different locations of the query point. We are interested in the expectation

of this quantity over the random choices made by the algorithm.)

We call two query points equivalent if they follow the same path through the

search structure. Consider a partitioning of the plane into slabs by passing a

vertical line through the endpoints of all the segments. Each slab is decomposed

into trapezoids by the segments that cross the slab. It is easy to see that the

query points inside any such trapezoid are equivalent. Let T denote the set of

trapezoids in all the slabs. Then the average query time is given by
∑

4∈T p4d4,

where p4 is the probability of the query point lying in 4, and d4 is the length

of the search path for the query points in 4.

Let q be a query point inside a trapezoid y ∈ T . Let y be contained within

triangle z ∈ S. We will prove that the expected length of the search path for q,

E[dy], is at most 5 ln(1/pz) + O(1). It is easy to see that this implies that the

expected value of the average query time is (5 ln 2)H + O(1).
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Let `i be a random variable that takes the value 1 if the left wall of the

trapezoid containing q changes when the ith pebble is inserted, and is 0 otherwise.

Similarly define the random variables ri, ti, and bi for the right, top, and bottom

walls, respectively. We employ the following observation made by Seidel [35]: the

length of the search path for q grows by at most 2`i + ri + ti + bi when the ith

pebble is inserted. Let ` =
∑

1≤i≤W `i. Similarly define r, t, and b. By linearity

of expectation, E[dy] is at most 2E[`] + E[r] + E[t] + E[b]. We will show that

E[`], E[r], E[t], and E[b] are all bounded by ln(1/pz) + O(1), which implies the

desired bound on E[dy].

We will only prove that E[`] = ln(1/pz) + O(1); the other bounds can all be

proved in a similar way. Let u be the trapezoid in the final trapezoidal decompo-

sition T (X) that contains q. Let u be contained within triangle z ∈ S. Let a1, a2,

and a3 denote the three sides of triangle z. Let Mr, 1 ≤ r ≤ 3, be a random

variable denoting the step of the algorithm in which a pebble associated with

segment ar is first inserted, and let M be the random variable max1≤r≤3 Mr. We

can write E[`] as follows:

E[`] =
W
∑

j=1

Pr[M = j] · E[`|M = j]. (5.1)

In order to compute E[`|M = j] observe first that the trapezoid containing q

does not change after a pebble associated with each side of z has already been

inserted. Thus E[`i|M = j] for i > j is 0. Obviously E[`j |M = j] ≤ 1 since the

largest value that the random variable `j can take is one.

We next prove that E[`i|M = j] ≤ 1/i for i < j. This analysis is based

on backwards analysis. Suppose that the jth pebble inserted is associated with

segment ak, where 1 ≤ k ≤ 3, and P j−1 ⊆ P is any fixed set of j−1 pebbles that

contains at least one pebble associated with the two segments ar, r ∈ {1, 2, 3} −
{k}, and no pebble associated with ak. We claim that the expected value of `i

subject to the condition that P j−1 is the set of the first j − 1 pebbles inserted is

at most 1/i, irrespective of the choice of ak and P j−1. By the definition of M , it

is clear that this claim would imply that E[`i|M = j] ≤ 1/i for i < j.

To prove this claim, let P i ⊆ P j−1 be any fixed set of i pebbles. We compute

the expected value of `i subject to the condition that P i is the set of the first

i pebbles inserted. Let 4 be the trapezoid in T (P i) that contains q. The left
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Figure 5.3 Trapezoidal map T (P i) after step i = 7 (pebbles appear as circles).

wall of 4 would have changed in step i if and only if there is exactly one pebble

in P i such that an endpoint of the associated segment defines the left wall of 4
and this pebble is inserted last (i.e., in step i). The probability of this event is at

most 1/i, and thus the expected value of `i is at most 1/i. Note that this bound

holds irrespective of the choice of P i. This establishes the claim at the end of the

last paragraph.

Combining the three cases: (i) E[`i|M = j] = 0 for i > j, (ii) E[`j |M = j] ≤ 1,

and (iii) E[`i|M = j] ≤ 1/i for i < j, we get

E[`|M = j] ≤ 1 +
j−1
∑

i=1

1

i
≤ ln(j) + 2.

Substituting this in Eq. (5.1) we obtain

E[`] ≤
W
∑

j=1

Pr[M = j] · (ln(j) + 2) = E[ln(M)] + 2. (5.2)

Since ln() is a concave function, by Jensen’s inequality we have E[ln(M)] ≤
ln(E[M ]). In the remainder we will prove that E[M ] ≤ O(1/pz). Using these

facts in Eq. (5.2) gives the desired bound on E[`].

Since the algorithm samples W pebbles without replacement, it can be easily

shown that the expected number of trials needed to select one of the war
pebbles

associated with ar is (W+1)/(war
+1). Thus E[Mr] = (W+1)/(war

+1) ≤ W/war
.

Since war
= dKpar

ne ≥ Kpar
n = Knpz/3 and W ≤ (K + 1)n, it follows that

E[Mr] ≤ 3(1 + 1/K)/pz. Since M = max1≤r≤3 Mr, it follows that M ≤ ∑3
r=1 Mr.
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Thus E[M ] ≤ ∑3
r=1 E[Mr] ≤ 9(1 + 1/K)/pz. This completes the analysis of the

expected value of the average query time.

Parameter K

Working out the constants in our analysis, we obtain an upper bound on the

expected query time of (5 ln 2)H + 5[ln(1 + 1/K) + ln 9 + 2]. Note that as K

increases the additive constants in the expected query time decrease. However,

since the space used is O((K + 1)n), we obtain a poorer guarantee on the space.

Worst-case performance and preprocessing time

Our analysis also shows that for any fixed query point the expected query time

is at most O(log n). Since war
≥ 1 and W ≤ (K + 1)n, so E[M ] ≤ 3(K + 1)n.

Thus E[`] ≤ ln(n) + ln(K + 1) + ln 3 + 2, which implies that the expected length

of the search path for q is 5 ln(n) + O(1). Using this it can be shown that the

construction time is O(n log n) in the expected case.

Alternative method based on weighted random sampling

Mulmuley introduced a worst-case point location data structure based on general-

izing the idea of skip lists to two dimensions [27]. By making a small modification

to his method, we get another way of achieving O(H) expected time and O(n)

space. We briefly describe the main idea, assuming the reader is familiar with the

skip list approach. Our idea is to build a weighted skip list by associating pebbles

with the segments, exactly as in the weighted randomized incremental algorithm.

Starting with all the pebbles at the bottom level, we randomly promote half of

the pebbles at each level to the next higher level. A segment is stored at all the

levels at which an associated pebble is present. The rest of the construction and

the search algorithm are equivalent to Mulmuley’s method, except that we termi-

nate the search as soon as we reach a trapezoid whose interior is not intersected

by any segment in the subdivision.
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5.3 Experimental Results

We have run experiments on the weighted randomized incremental algorithm

comparing its performance to the standard unweighted version. We measured

the query time of the algorithm by counting the average number of comparisons

needed to answer a query and the space used by the search structure. In the

weighted algorithm, we used K = 5 for the weight assignment (i.e., wx = d5pxne).

We used a uniform and a non-uniform subdivision for our experiments. These

subdivisions are Delaunay triangulations of 10,000 points generated as follows.

For the uniform subdivision, the points were generated uniformly in a unit square.

For the non-uniform subdivision, ten points were chosen from the uniform distri-

bution and a Gaussian distribution with a standard deviation of 0.04 was centered

at each point (we will refer to this as the Clustered Gaussian distribution).

The query points were generated from the Clustered Gaussian distribution

with ten centers. We obtained different distributions by varying the standard

deviation of the Gaussian distribution from 0.001 to 0.2, which gave us a way of

controlling the entropy of the subdivision.

For each subdivision and query distribution, we used a training set of 100,000

points to estimate the probability of the query point lying in each cell. We

conducted ten runs for a given subdivision and fixed cell probabilities. In each run,

we built the search structure for both the weighted and unweighted randomized

incremental algorithms, and computed the average number of comparisons over

30,000 query points. Finally we computed the average of this over the ten runs,

and plotted it as a function of the standard deviation and the entropy of the

subdivision.

The results for the uniform and non-uniform subdivision are shown in Fig-

ure 5.4 and 5.5, respectively. We summarize the key observations:

(a) The average number of comparisons for the weighted algorithm is always

less than that for the unweighted algorithm. As expected when the stan-

dard deviation (entropy) is small, the advantage of the weighted over the

unweighted algorithm is much larger. For example, when the standard devi-

ation is 0.01, the weighted algorithm uses about 40–50% fewer comparisons

than the unweighted algorithm.
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(b) The average number of comparisons for the unweighted algorithm shows no

relation to the standard deviation (entropy) of the distribution. In contrast

the average number of comparisons for the weighted algorithm appears to

grows linearly with the entropy. (By fitting a line to the data, it appears

that the average number of comparisons grows as 1.94H + 3.11 for the

uniform subdivision, and as 1.75H + 4.49 for the non-uniform subdivision.

This suggests that the actual performance of the algorithm is better than

the bound of about 3.47H + 21.90 predicted by our theoretical analysis.)

(c) The total number of nodes in the search structure for the weighted and

unweighted algorithm is similar and is about 9n, where n is the number of

segments. The space used does not seem to depend on the entropy of the

subdivision.

5.4 Open Problems

We observe from the experiments that the constant factor in front of the entropy

term in the average query time tends to be much smaller than the constant factor

we obtained by our analysis (i.e., the constant is estimated below 2 in practice,

and around 3.5 in theory). An open problem is to find a more accurate analysis

that reduces the difference between these two constant factors.
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Figure 5.4 Uniform subdivision: Comparisons versus (a) standard deviation

and (b) entropy.
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Figure 5.5 Non-uniform subdivision: Comparisons versus (a) standard devia-

tion and (b) entropy.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS

Prior to this thesis, there has been very limited work on planar point location

from the perspective of expected query time. Further, this work either led to

a large constant in front of the entropy term or required strong assumptions on

the query distribution. Here we have developed methods for answering planar

point location queries in nearly optimal expected query time and using close to

linear space. The results hold for subdivisions consisting of cells with bounded

complexity and known probabilities. Our first method has expected query time

H + O(H1/2) and uses O(n1+ε) space, while our second method has expected

query time H + O(H2/3) and uses O(n log n) space. Both methods partition

each cell into a small number of fragments according to the cell probability, and

place the fragments at an appropriate height in the tree, reflecting their visiting

frequency. It would be interesting to obtain expected-case results for more general

subdivisions as well.

Assuming that the only information on the query distribution available is

the probability of the query point lying in each cell, we have proved an almost

tight lower bound on the expected query time of H + Ω(H1/2). It remains an

open problem to determine the second largest term in the expected query time,

assuming that we have full knowledge of the query distribution.

Following a different strategy, we have shown in a third method that H +

O(H2/3) expected query time can be achieved with O(n log∗ n) space. This space

reduction is accomplished by the use of entropy-preserving cuttings. This new

type of cutting performs divide and conquer simultaneously in both the geometric

and the probability space, and increases the entropy of the subdivision, a critical

lower bound, only by an additive constant. In the future, we would like to solve

the important problem of whether H + o(H) is possible with linear space, as is

the case in one dimension.
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On the practical side, we have presented a linear-space data structure for the

same problem with expected query time bounded by O(H), based on a simple

modification of the well known randomized incremental algorithm for trapezoidal

maps. First, each segment of the subdivision is assigned a suitable weight. Then,

the segments are picked randomly according to their weights, instead of uniformly

as in the original algorithm. In our experiments, we have observed that, for non-

uniform query distributions, this scheme gives significantly faster query times

than the standard approach.

Finally, another challenging question is to construct an adaptive data struc-

ture for planar point location, that is, a data structure that achieves amortized

query time O(H) without any prior knowledge of the query distribution. Such

behavior is known to hold in one dimension for splay trees and it would have

many applications in the plane.
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